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"Thll the troth
and don't be afraid.•

+ FRIDAY

Four for 400

VO LUME 87 . NUMBER 123
THE DAILYEASTERN NEWS . COM

Eastern baseball team has
four chances this weekend to
earn head coach Jim
<:rlh....,,t n his 400th career

• Fees may raise $70 next semester
By Avian Carrasquillo
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

If approved students can expect to pay an extra
$70.55 in fees per semester.
The Student Senate Thition and Fee Review
Committee met Thursday to make its final vote
on student fees for next year.
Following the committee's approval, the fee
proposals must be approved by the Student
Senate, vice president for student affairs, the
President's Council and Eastern's Board of
Trustees.
The largest increase of the fees will come in
the network fee, which will increase to $48 per
semester to fund a 10-year network improvement
project.
The project, which could break ground as early
as this summer would upgrade the campus infrastructure for network upgrades, which will
improve technology capabilities on campus.
The committee decided to give the Lantz/0'
Brien and Union operation fee $4.65 per semester.
The graduate student fee was raised $1 per
semester, raising the total fee to $2 a semester
for graduate students.
The Health Service and Pharmacy fee will go
up to $3.55 a semester.
Thition and Fee Review Committee member
Larry Ward said, "They should use the extra
money to keep the prescription costs down."
The computer technology fee will increase by
$1.60 per semester, which will go to maintain and
improve technology in computer Jabs and classrooms.
The textbook rental fee will increase by $3.80
semester.
per
The activity fee increase of $1.70 per
semester will be split three ways among student
publications at $.20, student legal services at $.32,
and Apportionment Board at $1.18.
The athletic fee increase will raise by $2.45 a
semester, which would cover travel, operation
and salary budgets.
The student recreation fee will increase by
$3.80 a semester, which the committee thought
was appropriate to cover the cost of a minimum
wage increase.
Grant-in-aid was not given a fee increase
because it will correspond to the housing rate
increase.
Brice Donnelly, tuition and fee review committee chair, was pleased with the committee's decisions.
"I'm glad that we didn't j ust agree on a 4 percent increase across the board, but took the time
to evaluate each fee increase and its impact on
the students,• Donnelly said.

Tom Akers, head coach of Eastern's track and field team, watches high jumpers during practice Thursday afternoon.

Devotion runs deep in Akers
• Track coach has been a part of Eastern athletics for twentyyears and is still going
By John Hohenadel
STAFF WR ITER

No one word in the English language
can describe how much work track coach
lbm Akers does in a single day.
"I missed my youngest son's first few
birthdays because {the track team) was
on spring trips," Akers said.
Akers graduated from the University
of Northern Iowa in 1979, and it was there
that he realized what he wanted to do in
life.
"I don't think I figured out that I wanted to be a coach until my sophomore year

in college,• Akers said. "I was a Division
II All American in the 400 hurdles. I
should have been better than I was
though. It's one of those 'If I would have
known then what I know now' type
things,· Akers said.
Akers became an assistant coach at
Eastern in 1983 and left in 1990.
In 1995 he came back to Eastern and
became the interim head coach and since
then Eastern has won 16 indoor/outdoor
titles.
Because of his experience as a runner,
Akers said he can relate to what his athletes are going through.

- l 1FE

AdaY)Jl the

"I am around a sport that I Jove and it
is so rewarding to see the kids have success,• Akers said. "I really enjoy when
alumni come back and talk about their
experiences."
A typical Akers day begins in his office
O'Brien
in
SEE AKE RS +Page 09
Stadium. He

Network needs more bandwidth
(Editor's note: This is the last ofa threepart about Eastern's computer network.)

By Tim Martin
CAMPUS ED ITOR

A proposed $100 student technology
fee to upgrade the network infrastructure may not provide a noticeable
increase in Internet speed unless more
bandwidth is added.
The network currently has 30

megabytes, but the new $6 million student fee-funded project that Jeff Cooley,
vice president for business affairs, has
proposed does not cover bandwidth

expenses, but will stabilize the current
network.
"Upgrading the 30 megabytes is outside of (the Network Infrastructure
Upgrade) project," said 11m Lewis, network engineer for Information
Technology Services.
However, Brice Donnelly, chair of the
Thitlon and Fee Review Committee of the
Student Senate, said he was under the
Impression bandwidth was worked into
SEE NETWORK +Page 00
the fee's pro-

Former Eastern student could go to Iraq
By Jom Chambers
AIM'ISTRAID'I EDITOR

Lucinda Hamilton first dropped
out of Eastern's Board of Trustees
Degree Program.
Then, she withdrew from the
spring semester after she was
called to Kesler Air Force Base in
Mississippi with the Army
Reserves.
Hamilton, 37, was attending
Eastern part-time before being

mobilized to a base in Indiana.
In June, after 12 weeks of mobilization in Mississippi, she will go
back to the base and her three
sons.
She knew there was a chance
she could leave Indiana because
of the Iraqi Conflict.
"It was part of a surprise,"
Hamilton said. "I kind of figured
when there was a build-up beginning (of troops).•
In Indiana and now at the Air

Force base, she is working with
military finance.
She said she is in training now,
processing military pay, civilian
pay and travel vouchers, among
other activities.
All deployed personnel have to
flle a travel voucher every month.
"We've got mounds of paper
everywhere. You could not imagine," she said.
While there is a small chance
SEE STUDENT +Page 09

Coalition forces strike
throughout Iraq
American-led forces bombed
Iraqi targets and battled troops
across Saddam Hussein's slowly
shrinking domain Thursday, batterlng the regime's communications and command facilities in
Baghdad.
Donald H. Rumsfeld suggested
that U.S. forces might Jay siege to

the capital and hope Iraqis rise up
against the government.
Eight days after the launching of
Operation
Iraqi
Freedom,
President Bush met with British
Prime Minister Tony Blair and
declined to set a timetable for the
war. It will last "however long it
takes" to win, he said, thumping the
lectern for emphasis.
Both men said the United
Nations could help rebuild postwar
Iraq.

REVIEW THIS
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Dreamcatcher
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Steven KJng's novel is brought to life
with a bigger name cast than you
___.._.._~.may think, plus a bonus ten minute
film based on The Matrix.
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ogether they blend jazz an
c=========~~!'=J:jinto Chicago's very own J. Davis Trio
By Ben Turner
VERGE EDITOR

Chicago's finest progressive
j azzy hlp-hop ouflt, The J . Davis
Trio, will make its return to
Charleston Saturday. The Green
Jenkins will open the show at
Friends & Co. for the group that is
actually a quartet.
The J . Davis Trio is a melting pot
of genres, much like the city they
call home. While Chicago has
never traditionally been known for
producing hlp-hop acts that go on

to mainstream recognJtJon, the
city's atmosphere has always been
ripe with musical and lyrical inspiration.
The band's frontman and vocalist, Stuart, has been creating
rhymes for some time. After
spending time with a Chicago hlphop outfit known as Stoney Island,
Stuart found himself on tour with
Blue Meanles.
Somehow when lt comes to live
music that regularly comes to
Charleston, the course of events
that brought the acts here can be

THE FAVORITE FIVE

traced back to Blue Meanles.
"I had been rhyming for a long
time and by sheer luck the Meanles
thing happened, • Stuart said. "I
was basically a roadie rapper who
performed some beats occasionally."
After returning to Chicago from
the month-long tour, Meanles
drummer Tony Aimone (Aim One)
quit the ska outfit and soon was
crafting beats for Stuart. Meanles
saxophonist Tony Smith (Flav-RIce) j oined the group on bass and
clarinet, forming the earliest ver-

DVD REVIEWS

Alta KJng and Ben Thrner offer
most memorable albums in
their lives.

"Jackass" and "Fear and Loathing
ln Las Vegas Criterion Edition"
offer plenty of extras.

•

Page 48

Page 28

•

slon of the outfit.
Former Meanles manager Jeff
Stepp also used to book shows at
Friends. Stepp provided the contact between Stuart and former
Friends owner Shannon Sherwood
and The J . Davis Trio has been captivating crowds at Friends ever
since. lYPlcally performing once a
semester, Stuart said he remembers the group's first performance
at Friends because he felt the outfit played well but he had no idea
when it was.
The band's current lineup fea-

ALBUM

REVIEWS

Ben Harper's "Diamonds on the
Inside," The Folk Implosion's "New"
album and Blue Man Group's
"Complex."

•

Page 88

tures Ron of Japan on trumpet and
hand chimes and the Professa on
drums. Stuart will also perform
with finger cymbols, a glockenschplel and has recently added the
congos to speclflc songs. "We like
adding additional elements to our
performances but we're honest
with ourselves about what fits,"
Stuart said.
The band sometimes describes
themselves as "rap music for the
rest of us." After experiencing the
band's live performance, the stateSEE J DAVIS +Page 58

CONCERT CALENDAR
Huge weekend of live music offers
Sullen, Loomis, Scrap, Triple Play,
Shaking Tree and more.

•

Page 88
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RHA elected five
new executives
By Joaquin Ochoa
STAFF WR I TER

The leaders of the Residence
Hall Association for next year
were chosen at a two and a half
hour meeting Thursday.
The election consisted of a
three-minute speech by each candidate followed by questions from
members. The participants then
engaged in a pro/con session,
where they were allowed to voice
their opinion of the candidates
without them present. FolloWing
discussion, the RHA members
voted.
Current
President
Stina
Heldmann said the meeting lasted
long because of the high caliber of
the candidates.
Nachel Glynn, a junior history
major, won the President position.
"I had the experience looking
back in the last three years ofseeing where RHA started when I
was a freshman to what it is now,"
she said.
The vice president position was
won by incumbent Matt O'Malley.
O'Malley, a freshman, was
appointed vice president mid-

semester when then-president
Kevin Leverence became a resident assistant, causing then-vice
president Stina Heldmann to take
on the vacated president position.
"I would like to finish the job I
started," O'Malley said.
Mariah Martin-Dooling was
elected secretary. She was previously the Helping Hands
Committee chair but also served
as vice president last year.
1\lvo other freshmen were also
elected to positions.
Megan Stepp, a speech communication major was elected as the
National
Communication
Coord i nator- I IIi no i s
Communication Coordinator representative. This position works
as a liaison between different
schools.
Freshman, Jen Anderson who
was the RHA Representative for
Carman Hall won the vice president of Programming Diversity
position.
The newly elected executive
board will be in transition from
now until it is sworn in at the last
meeting April 24. The next RHA
meeting will be in Taylor Hall.

AB discusses budget
By James Washburn
STAFF WRI TER

During

the

Apportionment

Board meeting Thursday night,
the AB discussed possible ways of

using its reserve account, which
maintains an amount of over
$100,000 of Eastern students'
money, to replace or repair 37 fitness machines in the Student
Recreation Center.
The AB heard from Ken Baker,
director of Sports and Recreation,
who proposed several ways to
replace the 12-year-old machines.
One proposal Baker presented is a
four-year plan that entails allocating $25,000 every year for the
next four years.
Baker also said the board could
decide to allocate the funds over a
two-year period or simply replace
each machine as it breaks down.
The last proposal concerned many
board members about dangers

that may be involved for whoever
is using the machine at the time it
breaks down.
"When it comes to safety, I
would consider that a priority," AB
Chair Amy Leonard said regarding the replacement of the machinery.
1hese allocations would allow for
the recto replace its older machines
before they get to the point of
becoming dangerous, Baker said.
Several ofthe machines were made
by a company named 'Ih>tter,
which is no longer in business,
which makes repairS complicated
if not impossible.
After about 20 minutes of discussion, the board seemed to agree
the machines need to be replaced,
but it could not agree on a way to
pay for the machinery.
The meeting will take place next
at 7 p m. Thursday night in the
Arcola!Iltscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. Union.
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Gerald W. Burgener talked to students and faculty about language analysis and how to spot someone who is
lying Thursday afternoon in the Phipps Lecture Hall of the Physical Science Building.

Body language tells the truth
By Brooke Bonnell
STAFF WR I TER

People can tell if they are being
lied to by using language analysis.
"With language analysis you can
tell if someone is lying without
them even knowing they're being
tested, • said Gerald W. Burgener, a
psychologist and Eastern alumni.
Burgener presented a lecture
Thursday entitled, "Want to know
when you're being lied to?"
Burgener presented to a crowd
of about 60 people.
Language analysis is finding the
truth in language, Burgener said.
He shared different techniques of
detecting deception in written or
verbal communication that can be
applied in any situation - for
example, in simple words such as
nouns, pronouns and verbs. Eye
movement can also be an indica-

tion of deception, Burgener said.
His discussion included real
world examples of language analysis, including analyzing statements
made by Bill Clinton, other politicians and Susan Smith, drawn
from the media after drowning her
two children.
Burgener has used this technique in evaluations of sex offenders and other felons while
employed with Illinois Department
of Corrections.
"It can be exciting and incredibly fun doing this type of stuff,"
Burgener said.
Eastern students shared their
thoughts on Burgener's language
analysis lecture.
"I'm considering pursuing a
career in the field of language
analysis," said Rusty Cain, a senior
biology major.
"I found the entire language

'Up till dawn' event to
kick off Greek Week
By Lea Erwin
STAFF WR I TER

Greek Week 2003 will kick off
this weekend with a new activity

called "Up Till Dawn."
The Student Recreation Center
will have a stage and lobby for presentations, volleyball courts, bingo
and DJ's in the aerobics room.
The upstairs workout room also
will be open and the tread mills
will be available for use, said Ken
Baker, director of the Student Rec
Center. Food and prizes will be
available.
Residence halls are participat-

ing along with Greek and nonGreek students.
"There are an expected 300 students to hopefully attend," said
Lara Renner, the 2003 Overall CoChair.
Students participating previously signed up and are being put into
teams.
The proceeds will go to St.Jude's
Children's Hospital and the
American Heart Association.
The event is being sponsored by
the Philanthropy Committee and
wtll be held from 10 p.m. Friday to
7 a.m. Saturday in the Student
Recreation Center.

analysis lecture to be really interesting," said Kirsten Johnson, a
senior psychology major. "I found
it particularly interesting that language analysis techniques can be
applied to life and professional
life."

Amy Eades, a j unior physiology
major, also enjoyed the lecture.
"Dr. Burgener is a great speaker,
he presented the information in a
clear and understandable manner,"
Eades said. "Language analysis
provides hands on tools that can be
applied in therapy as well as Jaw
enforcement. •
"I find it interesting to think that
detecting deception is a skill that
can be learned," said Eades. Eades
is planning to pursue a career in
therapy.
Psi Chi, the psychology club, and
the psychology department sponsored the lecture.

CORRECTIONS
Quotes and paraphrased information in an article in Thesday's
edition of The Dally Eastern News
were incorrectly attributed to Julie
Hoffman.
Hoffman, presenter of the "True
Romance" Counseling Center
workshop, did not talk to the newspaper about the event.
A subhead to an article in
Wednesday's edition was incorrect.
The number of Counting Crows
tickets sold after the first three
days of the student pre-sale totaled
927.
In Thursday's edition, interim
President Lou Hencken was paraphrased incorrectly in a Student
Senate meeting follow.
Hencken said one goal of the university is to inconvenience the students as little as possible.
The News regrets the errors.
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THE FAVORITE FIVE

Most memorable albums
An album can take the listener back to any my head would j erk and my eyes would open,
place in time. No matter where you are, if then I'd nod back off.
you hear a song from that album, you think:
1. "Happiness ... Is Not A Fish That You
"Oh, yeah! That's when 1..." or "I remember Can Catch" - Our L-.dy Peace Released:
when ..."
September 1999. Memory: Fall of '99.
This was the worst year of my life. My
Here's a list of the five most influential
albums in my life; the ones that evoke the mother had emergency surgery in March,
most memories for me.
the same month I began dating a jerk. My
5. ''She's So Unusual" - Cyndi Lauper family's house was also ruined by a flood, and
Released: 1983. Memory: December 16, 1986; I started college at the age of 21 in August. I
Staff writer
the year 1987.
felt extremely insecure being that old and
For my ninth birthday and the following starting college. One of the only good things
She is also a
Christmas, I'd asked for a cassette tape play- that came out of the year was the release of
senior journalism
er, some cassettes and a case to hold my the third Our Lady Peace album,
major.
tapes. I must have been good that year. I "Happiness..." I love this band. Lead singer
received a brown Fisher Price cassette tape Raine Maida's voice is soothing. The songs
Contact hef at
player, a light blue plastic case and four "Waited," "Thief" and "Blister" used to put
altaladypeace@yah
tapes: U2's "Under A Blood Red Sky;" a me to sleep when I had trouble doing so. I
oo.com
Traveling Wilburys tape, Bon Jovi's also loved the songs "Happiness and the
"Slippery When Wet;" and my favorite - Fish" and "One Man Army" because they
Cyndi Lauper's "She's So Unusual." "She's So rock. Actually, the entire album is awesome.
Unusual" includes the songs "Girls Just This is my favorite Our Lady Peace album;
Wanna Have Fun," "She-Bop," and "Time it's still a comfort to me. I doubt the band can
After Time." My brother, who was 4 years live up to it.
old, and I used to take our He-Man, She-Ra
and Popple figures and make them dance to Turner's Picks
the songs. We'd dance along as well. The cas5. "ATLiens" - Outkast Released: 1996.
sette included a bizarre but fun song for us to Memory: Fall of '96-Winter of '97
I suppose I could easily substitute
dance to called "He's So Unusual." It sounds
like an old tune from the '20s or '30s, and Westside Connection's "Bow Down" here.
Verge Editor
Cyndi's voice was hilarious. We thought it Everybody was into hip-hop at the time and
was funny when she sang: "He goes to col- Outkast and Westside were huge among my
He is also a
lege, gathers knowledge... " (don't ask me crew. Although I wasn't a big fan of hip-hop
senior journalism
why). I recently bought the CD and I feel so at the time, my buddies made me an Outkast
major.
fan. My good friend Ray took my copy of
young and happy whenever I listen to it.
4. "Hysteria" - Def Leppard Released: "ATLiens" with him when he moved to
Contact him at
1987. Memory Date: March-May '88.
Florida before the start of my senior year of
eiuverge@hot Once a month, my mother used to buy high school. I know it's in good hands.
ma il.com
4. "Weevillive" - The Bollweevils
vinyls. In March of '88, she came home with
Leppard's "Hysteria." Unfortunately, on the Released: 1996. Memory: Fall of '99-Sprtng
tenth of that same month, her father passed of '00.
away. A month later, my brother and I came
Freshman year: Carman Hall. To my
down With a bad case of chicken pox. Our knowledge my roommate, Tim Longo (known
bodies were completely covered in chicken to many as Bongo), and I were the only one's
pox; we could barely move or sleep. It was on the floor With a turntable. One of Bongo's
quite a painful and depressing few months favorite pieces of vinyl was "Weevillive,"
for us. My mother played "Hysteria" on our recorded at the band's infamous last ever
old record player every day. I loved the song show at Metro, Fourth of July 1995. He used
"Gods of War" because I thought the sounds to listen to it all the time. Not only did it make
of the helicopters and Reagan's voice saying: me a fan of The Bollweevils, when I saw it at
"We counted on America to be passive. We a used record store I bought it instantly.
3. "Orange Rhyming Dictionary" -Jets to
counted wrong," was intriguing. I also loved
"Animal" and "Pour Some Sugar On Me" (of Brazil/"Goddamit" - Alkaline Trio Released:
course I had no idea about the sexual conno- 1998. Memory: Winter of '99.
My so-called introduction to punk rock.
tations in the song). 1b this day, my mother
can't bring herself to listen to "Hysteria." Bootlegged for me onto a cassette that I still
Although I remember what happened then, I have, these albums easily changed the
still love to listen to it.
course of my life. After listening non-stop to
3. "Pump Up the Volume" - M.A.R.R.S both sides for an entire Winter, my musical
Released: 1987. Memory Date: '87.
tastes were never the same. These two
My brother had a Fisher Price record play- albums opened up a whole new world of
er and my mother used to purchase 45s for music to me.
him. He used to have Tiffany's "I Think
2. "Hello Nasty" - Beastie Boys Released:
We're Alone Now" (he was in love with 1998. Memory: Summer-Fall of '98.
Tiffany!) and our favorite, "Pump Up The
This was probably the most anticipated
Volume" by M.A.R.R.S. As far as I know, this release of the Summer. I saw Beasties and A
was the band's only "hit," if you can call it a Tribe Called Quest at Rosemont that August
hit. It was a dance song fllled with sound and I Wish I remembered more of the show,
effects and strange voices. When one of the but I do distinctly remember listening to
voices would say: "Put the needle on the "Hello Nasty" on repeat before the show.
record," my brother would take it off and put The A-side also reminds me of reguarly
it back on. We used to change the speed to 33 skipping seventh and eighth hour and letting
to make it sound real slow and to 77 to make my friend Sam fill balloon after balloon for
the voices sound like the Chipmunks. We'd us. Instead of Mix Master Mike's turntables
play the album constantly because it remind- going "wah-wah" it was our heads.
1. "Wlsh You Were Here" - Pink Floyd
ed us of the cool M.A.R.R.S. video with the
Released: 1975. Memory: Fall of '97-Winter
satellites and planet Saturn on it.
2. "Stankonia" - Outkast Released: 2000. of '98.
I bought this album a couple weeks after
Memory Date: May '01.
My friend Thmmy and I had recently grad- picking up my first copy of "Dark Side of the
uated from Lake Land College. She would be Moon." At the time I thought Pink Floyd had
off to Western Illinois University in the fall, all the answers to life and I strived to write
and I would transfer to Eastern. We decided songs full of such insight. When I look back,
to get some friends together and go bar-hop- I realize hanging with Mary Jane so often
ping in Champaign one night. The five of us might of had something to do with the songs
piled in Thmmy's car and she had just bought meaning so much. 1b this day I still think of
Outkast's "Stankonia". We played it on the the lines from "Shine On Your Crazy
way there, and "B.O.B.," our unanimous Diamonds," ("Remember when you were
favorite song from the album, was played in young/You shone like the sun") whenever I
two of the bars we attended. After a stop at think I might be having too much fun.
Next week's topic: band names. E-mail
Denny's at 3:30 a.m., we headed home. I kept
nodding off to sleep, and I remember that in your favorite five to eiuverge@hotmail.com
between some of the songs, Big Bot and Dre or drop them off at the newsroom, 1811
would yell: "Break! " When I heard "Break! " Buzzard Hall, by Wednesday.
lbp 10 albums in sales at Positlvle Fourth Street
New Music on WEIU FM 88.9
Rock (5-9 p.m. dally)
Records for the week of March 18-24
+ Consumed - Pistols at Dawn
1. 50 Cent - Get Rich or Die Tryin'
+ The Tossers - Purgatory
2. R. Kelly - Chocolate Factory
+ Sorry About Dresden - Let it Rest
3. Freeway - Philadelphia Freeway
4. Eminem- The Eminem Show
+ Antelope - SfT
5. Ben Harper- Diamonds on the Inside
+ Spitalfield -The Cloak and Dagger EP
+ The Early November- For All of This
6. Bonnaroo - Live double album
7. India.Arie- Acoustic Soul
Hip-hop (Friday and Saturday 9-midnight)
+Lyric Young - "Hot and Tipsy"
8. Blackstreet- Level II
+ Diplomats - "Dipset Anthem"
9. John Mayer- Any Given Thursday
New- Ultimate Album Sunday@ 8 p.m.
10. Everclear - Slow Motion Daydream
+ This week Neil Young's "Harvest," start to finish
Staff
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"HOME OF THE ELEPHANT EAR TENDERLOIN'
open from 7am-Bpm all week
• Breakfast All Day • Burgers
• Homemade Pies • Beef Sandwiches
1410 Airport Road 243-9433

Royal Heights Apartments
1 509 S. 2nd

Newly Remodeled
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts.
New Carpet & Furniture • Central Air • Dishwasher

Great Location & Rent Rates
Ca ll 3 4 6-3583

Donna's Cleaners
N ow O ffering Laundry Service

$6.26 per 16 lbs.
10% off Dry Cleaning

q1

(

J.

• We Sep a ra te a n d F old Your Loads
• Q uick Turna ro und Service
• Full Service Clean e rs

345-3454

704 Jackson Ave.

SO CALLCHINA 88 AND HAVE YOUR ASIAN
CUISINE DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR

348-1232
SUN-THU 11 -9, FRI-SAT 11 - 1 0

D & W Restaurant
0 Steak
0 Seafood
0 Chicken

0 Daily Specials
0 Homemade Pies
0 Carryout & Drive Up Available

Our coffee is al ways hot, and our service friendly.
Drop by and enjoy a taste of hospitality anytime.
SERVING B REAKFAST, L UNCH & D INNER D AILY

61 Dewitt • Mattoon • Open Daily 5:30 AM - Phone 234-2466

Electronics • Musical Instruments • Jewelry • Guns & More

BUY ·

S E LL ·

T RAD E

J' &P Pawn Shop
518 6th St, Charlest o n (on the S'quare)
Mon -Sat 1 0 am -5 pm - 3 48-101 1
T ONY PAYS T HE MOST!

•

~~~]
9 Ibles for $6
All YOJ. can Play $10
(cart mt in::ltrled)

4 Miles 9:uth en 4th 9:..

348 - 1611

Keep That Spring Break Look At

ANew
:Look
Tanning
348 - 8123
655 w. Lincoln
SUite 12

VJS.C"

& Hair Salon
~.-•. cl M:n, thl:u Fri.

Ac cepted

~

Sat. 9- 3
Stm. 1 - 6
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CONFLICT IN IRAQ---------------------

RSO leaders show
concern for vandalism
some way, but I don't think vandalism is the answer. I don't think there
is any excuse for that, it's vandal-

By Jennifer Chiariello
ACTIV ITI ES ED ITOR

Members of RecogniZed Student
OrganiZations share concerns about
the conflict In Iraq and student messages written across campus.
"War By Peace" was Written with
an oil pen on windows on each side
of Lumpkin Hall earlier In the week.
Kelly Bryan, a freshman undecided major and vice president of
the Green Party said, "We (the
Green Party) are against the
war."
Tile Green Party meets once a week.
"We have been a part of the larger anti-war group and have been
Involved In rallies and the peace
vigils, but haven't really planned
anything on our own," Bryan said.
Bryan said the Green Party discussed the window writing at regular meetings and the group agreed
it is good for individuals to get their
beliefs out, but not like that.
"It's good to get your message out

ism."

Members of the Green Party
have written messages on sidewalks with chalk, but it was not an
organiZed group effort.
"We agreed as a group about the
chalk (writing messages on the
sidewalk) that we weren't going to
write on buildings,• Bryan said.
"It's destruction of property, it's illegal and it just makes the group that
did it look bad. •
Amy Leonard, a j unior political
science major and president of the
University Republicans, said the
group hasn't had a meeting since
the conflict started, but will meet
possibly this Thursday or next.
"I'm pretty confident they
(University Republican members)
support the president's decision and
that he is doing it for the better of
our nation," she said.
Leonard said she thought the

Writing on the windows was against
the rules.
"I think they should follow the
rules before they try to make their
statement ... people are entitled to
their opinions," Leonard said. "I
don't particularly agree with everything I hear people talking about,
but I respect them just as I would
expect them to respect my opinions
and values."
Matt Bergbower, a senior political science major and president of
the College Democrats of America,
said they have not had a meeting
since before the organiZation's elections and will not meet again this
semester.
Bergbower said he had attended
one of the Sunday peace vigils.
"Our officers are opposed to
Bush's policy, but we support the
troops."
Bergbowers said, "I thought it
(the writing on the window of
Lumpkin) was a form of vandalism
that I do not approve of."

STE PHEN HAA S/ ASSOCIATE PHO TO EDITOR

The writing on the south side of Lumpkin Hall Thursday was one example
of campus opinion being expressed through acts of vandalism.

Son of Eastern student works as E-3 Seaman
student Angela Harris.
She said his ship is around South
Korea.
Carrol wants to fly planes like those
in, "Top Gun,• a movie he and his
brother have seen several times.
Even though Harris is involved in
the Iraqi conflict, Carrol said he is
happy about what his brother is doing.
"I think it's pretty cool, and I know
he's happy," he said.
War's reality is not beyond him.
"It's kind of scary with all the sol-

By John Chambers
ADMIN ISTRA TI ON EDITOR

Jamie Harris

His brother gave him an Emlnem
CD before he left again for overseas.
Jordan Carrol, 12, wants to be a
Navy pilot some day, but he's now a
sixth grader in Kansas, a town about
15 miles east of Charleston, while his
brother takes his turn in the Navy.
Jamie Harris, 26, is stationed on a
Navy ship deploying Marines and
Navy Seals, said his mother Eastern

diers that are dying and being killed,"
Carrol said.
The 12 year old said he usually talks
to Harris every three weeks.
When he does see his brother they
share interests.
"We have a Jot In common - we j ust
hang out."
If he doesn't get a chance to fly,
Carroll said he wants to be a Navy Seal.
"It just looks fun and hard workIng." Carroll said.
He said he might come to school at

Eastern like his mom.
Harris took tests to become a petty
officer, and Carrol works as an E-3
Seaman.
Harris said he wants a career in
the Navy.
Before conflicts began, Harris '
family knew they might not see him
•until the end of the year.
Harris said there is still mixed emotion about her son's involvement overseas, but that he always wanted to be
in the Navy.

Reported health risks for smallpox vaccines isolated
By Jeremy Pelzer
CITY RE POR TE R

More than 50 years after the
last case of smallpox was reported in Illinois, fear of a bioterrorist
attack has Jed local, state and
national officials to create a new
vaccination plan for the virus.
But the health risks associated
with smallpox inoculations have
Jed officials to deny the vaccine to
the public and some local health
care workers.
Health risks associated with
the smallpox vaccine have made
officials hesitant to promote
widespread public Inoculation.
The Center for Disease Control
and Prevention estimates that of
every million people inoculated
the vaccine will kill one or two,
and cause a serious reaction in an
additional 1,000.
"Without evidence of an actual
case of smallpox, the vaccine is
not recommended because it does

have serious side effects," an
Illinois Department of Public
Health fact sheet on smallpox
vaccination read.
The state department of public
health announced Thursday that
all smallpox clinics would be temporarily closed following the
deaths of two inoculated health
care workers from cardiac arrest.
Seventeen others nationwide
have also reported cardiac problems following their inoculation.
The Bush administration
Thesday warned that no one with
a history of heart disease should
volunteer to be vaccinated.
People with weakened immune
systems, certain skin conditions,
nursing mothers and pregnant
women are also discouraged from
receiving the vaccine, a state
department of public health press
release stated.
The inoculation process also
may lead to others being infected,
Leonard said. The vaccine, made

from a live virus related to smallpox, is not administered through a
syringe, but rather a two-pronged
needle dipped in the vaccine.
Fifteen small pricks are then
made in the patient's arm or
thigh, she said. A couple weeks
later, rashes form over the pricks,
then scab over. The scabs fall off
after about six weeks.
Pus in the sores, though, can be
Jet out, infecting clothing and
other material the fluid comes In
contact with - which can then, In
turn, infect other people who
come in contact with the infected
material.
Receiving the vaccine within a
couple days after being exposed
to smallpox can drastically
reduce the chances of full-blown
smallpox, the state department of
public health fact sheet read.
If left untreated, those exposed
to smallpox develop skin lesions
and scabs similar to chicken pox
within a few days. Other symp-

toms include fever and severe
headache or body aches. About 30
percent of those infected die, and
many survivors are left permanently blinded.
Authorities In Coles County and
across the nation are instead
focusing on inoculating a small
group of nurses, physicians and
other health officials to form an
emergency response team that
can treat others in the event of an
outbreak.
The Coles County Health
Department has already begun to
form such a team, said Nursing
Director Cathie Reynolds. Three
Health Department nurses have
received the vaccine so far, she
said, and two more plan to be
inoculated in the future.
"We just have to be ready in the
event that we need to be,"
Reynolds said.
The
Charleston
Police
Department has no immediate
plans to Inoculate any officers,

said Assistant Police Chief Roger
Cunningham.
"I'd say a good portion of us
were inoculated when they did it
as a matter of course,"
Cunningham said. "We're monitoring the situation."
Sarah Bush Lincoln Hospital is
one of only a handful of hospitals
in the state to refuse to participate in the federal government's
smallpox inoculation.
Sarah Bush employees said that
inoculation could put them and
their families and hospital
patients, at risk.
While declining to name the
other hospitals that are not participating in the vaccination program, Reynolds said each hospital
had questions regarding liability
and worker compensation.
"Once those issues are
resolved, they (the hospitals)
have indicated that they'd reconsider {their participation) ." she
said.
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St. Louis based Sullen brings stripped-down sound to town
By Ben Turner
VER GE EDITO R

The newest edition to Thick
Records' "dysfunctional family,"
Sullen, will make the trip from
suburban St. Louis for a Friday
night performance with local
quartet Loomis.
Although the trio has made its
rounds through Illinois college
towns, the group will make its first
Charleston appearance when it
takes the stage at Friends & Co.
Besides
shows
in
Peoria,
Carbondale and Urbana, Sullen
has also played shows on both
coasts and at numerous St. Louis
venues.
Guitarists Justin Slazinik and
Shanna Kiels both perform vocals
and have been longtime friends
with drummer Scott Freman.
Forming during high school, the
band has tried multiple bassists
but none seemed to fit. Kiels said it
was about three years ago the
band began performing under the
name Sullen and things began to
take off shortly thereafter.
The trio's first break came when
they talked themselves onto a bill
at the now closed St. Louis venue,
The Karma. Opening for Local H,
Sullen impressed the suburban
Chicago duo and Local H invited
the band on an East Coast tour. The

tour also included two sold-out performances at Metro.
Kiels said to her knowledge no
one from Thick has seen the band
play live, but thanks to positive
word of mouth ("they rock like
Slayer, • Scott Lucas of Local H has
said) Thick added them to their
lineup.
The trio is used to comparisons
to the likes of Jon Spencer Blues
Explosion and Sleater-Kinney,
other bands that bring the rock
without a bassist. While that doesn't exactly bother Kiels, she said
the comparisons aren't entirely
accurate.
"I think bands who don't have a
bass player get lumped together,"
she said. "I'm not a fan of those
bands because of just that aspect,
we've just had trouble finding a
bassist."
Thick has compared Sullen's
combination of Slazinik and Kiels
to Thurston Moore and Kim
Gordon of Sonic Youth circa their
1990 album "Goo." Kiels said all
three members contribute to the
song writing process, but most of
the tracks on their self-titled, selfreleased debut were penned by the
guitarists. Kleis and Slazinik typically perform the vocals on the
songs they Write.
Sullen's Thick debut wtll be a
reissue of their sophomore effort

"Shout at the Moon," but Thick's
version will include three new
tracks and new artwork. Some of
the tracks include bass lines courtesy of Kleis or Slazinik. "We're
used to crafting tunes without a
bass, but on our recordings we
record the bass," Kleis said. "We
try not to make it too prominent
and usually most people don't
notice."
Multiple gigs in St. Louis as well
as trips to Milwaukee and Fort
Wayne, Ind., wtll precede the band
reentering the studio later this
Spring. Kiels said this trip to their
Chicago studio of choice will be a
little different as they will be able
to stay for an extended period of
time rather than having to make
every minute count.
Loomis made its debut last
month at Friends. Composed of
former Friction Machine members
Mike Adams (vocals), Joe Sanner
{bass) and Jake Pope {drums) , plus
former Velvet Jones guitarist
Dave Fitzgerald, the band tossed
around a couple different names
before settling on Loomis.
Fitzgerald said the name comes
from the character Dr. Loomis
from the first "Halloween" movie.
In the movie, Dr. Loomis, who normally doesn't smoke, bums a cigarette from a fellow character and
steals their lighter. Later in the

PHO TO CO URTESY OF SULLENM USIC.C OM

Justin Slazinik and Shanna Kiels of Sullen at the legendary CBGBs.

movie, Dr. Loomis fills a room
with gas in an attempt to kill Mike
Meyers. When he goes to set the
room on fire and finish off
Meyers, he reaches in his pocket
and uses the lighter to destroy the
the madman.
The band adopted the phrase
"you're pullin' a Loomis," when
someone steals a
lighter,
Fitzgerald said and finally decided on the Halloween reference for
the group's moniker. To the band's

surprise, the name also happens to
be the last name of one of Friends'
doormen, Jay.
Loomis will perform five originals they have crafted as a quartet. Covers will include Black
Sabbath's "Hand of Doom,• The
Rev. Horton Heat's "400 Bucks"
and one other cover most likely by
Kyuss or another stoner rock
band.
Doors open at 10 p.m. with a $3
cover.

BAND ROUND-UPS

Shaking Tree brings worldly sound to 7th Street Under
By Ben Turner
VERGE ED ITOR

This weekend provides multiple opportunities to check out
some live music in Charleston.
Starting out in the college town
of Lawrence, Kan., Shaking Tree
drops into campus Saturday night
for a performance at the 7th
Street Underground.
The quartet has had their songs
appear on MTV's "Real World"
and "Road Rules" as well as a feature film written and directed by
Jeff Anderson (Randle from
"Clerks") . The film, "Now You
Know" is supposed to play in
Chicago and Minneapolis this
month.
Shaking Tree has released
three albums to date, 1996's selftitled debut, 1998's "Sound of
Rain" and their latest effort,
2000's "Matter of Choice.• Their
sound is said to be a combination
of today 's pop-style blended with

ome

bluegrass and celtic music. Other
worldly influences like Latin
music have also been mentioned.
The vocals of frontman Dain
Estes have drawn comparisons to
Peter Gabriel. Estes also plays
guitar and mandolin . Tom
Waddington also plays mandolin
as well as guitar and violin.
Bassist Derek Swenson provides
backing vocals and drummer
Justin Klein completes the quartet.
The Indianapolis-based 5
Apples will open 7th Street
Underground's 9 p .m . show,
which will be free to all students
with a Panther Card.

+ Scrap to debut new
co ver s a t Sa tur day
r eunion show
One of the most popular acts
from last year, Scrap, will

ors
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Southside Church of Christ
S unday: Bible Study - 9 :30 am

~ Movi@s with Ma.gfic
~ 'WW'W.Ia!.r .uotcv::om.

WlLI.. ROGERS THEATRE
OarMIItuwn Cbulnmm • 345-9222

Worship - 10:30 am
Evening Workshop - 6 :00 pm

Midweek Service

S3 ,00 "J.L ~I:N I N~ 5..-lc\"/S : /
un r :s::t so $ho• =- ll<:f:NIC' s p n;.
CHICAGO (PG13) 6:45, 9:20

HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN 10
DAYS (PG1 3) 7:00, 9:40

Wednesday - 7:00 pm
Preacher Wesley Key 258-8326

Church Phone: 234-3702
11 00 17th S t . Mattoon

reunite
Saturday at The
Uptowner.
Zac Eitel {bass) and Matt
Kircher {guitar) perform vocals
on the band's covers of the likes
of System of a Down, Queens of
a Stone Age, Stone Temple Pilots
and Pearl Jam. Tony McGuire
{guitar) and Matt Scarpelli
{drums) complete the quartet.
The band has been in hiatus
due to the graduation of Kircher,
McGuire and Scarpelli. Eitel
said McGuire and Scarpelli are
currently in the j ob market and
Kircher is attending medical
school at Rush University in
Chicago.
Eitel said the band had a couple originals they used to perform but since they haven't been
able to practice regularly they
won't be performing them. New
to the band's catalog is six to 10
new covers which Eitel didn't
want to reveal because he wants
the audience to be surprised.
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LET YOUR JOB SEARCH
START AND END HERE!
Pursue a career in the field of aging (Gerontology)
In honor of Careers in Aging Week April 7-11
come and find out how to financially
secure your future.
The

Master's in Gerontology Program can link you to one of the fastest growing fields.
For more information contact:
D r. Jeanne Snyder. Coordinator • Master's in Gerontology Program
Klehm Hall Room 2056 • 581-7843 • www.eiu.edu/-ma_geron
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AGENT CODY BANKS (PG) 3:40, 6:30,
9:10
BASIC (R) 4:00, 7:00, 9:20
BRINGING DOWN THE HOUSE(PG13)
4:15, 6:45, 9:30
DREAMCATCHER (R) 4:45, 8:15
HEAD OF STATE (PG13) 5:00, 7:45,
10:00
OLD SCHOOL (R) 10:10
PIGLErS BIG MOVIE(G) 5:30, 8:00
THE CORE (PG13) 3:50, 7:15, 10:10
VIEWFROM THETOP (PG13) 5:15,
7:30,9:40

"Most of the covers we do are
our own versions, we make an
effort to make the songs not
sound completely the same, •
Eitel said.
Scrap will take the Uptowner
stage at 10 p.m. with a $2 cover.
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+ Touche fr ontman to
per for m a coustica lly
Fr iday
Friday night Touche guitarist
and frontman, Josh Jones, will
perform acoustic rock at
Jackson Avenue Coffee.
Jones said he would be playing
some of his original Touche
material as well as a handful of
covers. The covers, though,
won't necessarily be the ones
you'd expect to hear from
Touche, like The Police or
Sublime.
Instead, Jones said he plans on

Tom Waddington of Shaking Tree.

featuring the work of well-known
singer-songwriters like Norah
Jones, James Taylor and Paul
Simon. Show starts at 8 p.m . and
there's never a cover at Jackson
Avenue.
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"Thll the truth and don't be afraid.
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OPINION

Ads tout terror, not truth

Editorial board

Michelle Jones, Editor tn chief
Jamie Fetty, Managing editor
Nate Bloomquist, News editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Associate news editor
Karen Kirr, Editorial page edi tor
Matt Meinheit, Sports editor
majones@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Keep mind
on tasks
at hand
As the conflict in Iraq progresses, students
and faculty at Eastern can't help but worry
about the events unfolding thousands of miles
away from Charleston.
However, worrying about the men and
women half a world away too much can be
detrimental to the purpose of the university
and the people who make it run.
U.S. troops are putting their lives on the line
so the American people can continue to enj oy
the freedoms guaranteed to
At issue
them by the constitution.
Students
Not continuing with normal venting
everyday life is contrary to
thoughts the on
why soldiers are fighting .
conflict in Iraq
In no way should people
Our stance
stop making their voices
\Nhile lis
heard, albeit pro-war, antither~for
war or other, but they should studertsto
also continue to do what they expBSS thol.rJ1ts
onthehlqi
came to Eastern to do cordct. they lll.S
learn and teach.
keep bcused on
Professors could encourtheir studies.
age discussion of the war in
classes.
Don't take an entire class period to discuss it,
but give students a few minutes at the beginning or end of the class time to vent their opinions about the events taking place around the
world if they would like the opportunity.
Students are j ustifiably concerned for what
is happening in Iraq, and students might struggle to concentrate in class when their minds
are thousands of miles away with the soldiers.
Thlking about the conflict in classes will help
the students release some of their worries and
perhaps better prepare them to learn.
If creating an open dialogue about the conflict in Iraq does not help students, they should
look for other mediums to alleviate their worr ies. A trip to the counseling center could help
students deal with whatever problems they
might have with the status of world affairs.
With easily accessible information about the
conflict on the Internet and across cable TV
stations, it is easy for students to become
immersed in the conflict.
Although it is good that these sources of
information exist, students should remember
they came to earn a degree and not learn every
detail about the conflict in Iraq.
Undoubtedly the events taking place in Iraq
are important to society, but that does not warrant people here to completely center their
world around what happens there.
Discuss what happens in Iraq, but remember
students to ask your question and express your
concerns and fears.
The editorial ts the majority optnton of The
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

Ben Erwin
Online editor
and monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Erwin also is a
junior journalism
major.
He can be reached
at 581-2812 a
bmenNin@eiu.edu

If you haven't noticed, we all
have reason to be very afraid. Or
at least that's what a series of antidrug and anti-oil commercials
would have each of us believe.
In a time when the average
American is told to fear Saddam
Hussein, Osama bin Laden, terrorism and any other boogieman conj ured up to induce terror and
manipulate public opinion, recent
advertisements directly linking
illicit drugs and sports utility
vehicles to terrorism and imperialism seem more insulting than
ever.
In one such ad, images of a man
fills the gas tank of his sport utility vehicle while flashes of soldiers' feet are shown marching as
a voice blurts out, "Oil money supports some terrible things. What
kind of mileage does your SUV
get?" The ad, implying gas money
is funneled directly into the hands
of terrorists and is responsible for
the death and torment of innocents, may seem powerful but
comes off as laughable.
In another such "anti" ad, a narrator tracks the sale of a j oint,
ultimately ending in the demise of
an elderly man caught in a hail of
gunfire courtesy of a ruthless
drug czar. Even with known connections between drugs and violence, the ad comes off as far
fetched and takes a great lack of
j udgment or logic to swallow.
While advertisements obj ectifying women, perpetuating stereotypes and often insulting the intelligence of consumers have
become the norm, they still are

"Because drugs are

evil to some, scare
tactics become easier
to take as advertisers'
methods veer further
from truth ... "
subj ect to vehement protests
when they cross the line. Sadly,
however, ads making leaps of
faith wide enough to make the
average religious zealot blush are
received relatively unscathed.
Because drugs are evil to some,
scare tactics become easier to
take as advertisers' methods veer
further from truth and closer to
manipulation based on fear and
circumstance. A beer advertisement depicting a watery brawl
between two women may garner
protests and public outcry, but a
campaign's assumption that
Americans are foolish enough to
blithely accept anything flashed
across the screen and that the
public can be convinced to cower
in fear at any preposterous claim
raises nary an eyebrow. Many of
these ads are enough to make me
want to speed up Interstate 57 in a
gas-guzzling HZ while smoking
unfiltered Lucky Strikes toward
the nearest of the abundant Coles
County methamphetamine labs.
I don't like SUVs much and I
don't openly support illicit drug
use very often, but it saddens me

if fear has overcome simple fact
on America's television landscape.
If anti-drug activists want to
deter drug use, they needn't rely
on idle threats of terror cell funding or the death of innocent
bystanders when images of a
toothless amphetamine addict or
the emaciated form of a chronic
heroin user speaks much clearer
and louder. And if advertisers
want to deter oil consumption,
drastic leaps in logic linking oil
and terrorism can't compare with
the reality of exorbitant gas
prices and thinning gas mileage
on inefficient vehicles.
The point of any advertisement,
including those ludicrous enough
to make such claims, isn't (or
shouldn't be) to frighten people.
The j ob of scaring the average
American out of his or her wits
and induce illogical and nonsensical fear has already been taken by
the Homeland Security Council
and advertisers shouldn't feel the
need to horn in on that superfluous organiZation's seemingly sole
responsibility.
Although fear tactics may be
commonplace, they insult the
intelligence of anyone able to see
them as the desperate propaganda
they are.
While the war on drugs may be
the longest defeat the American
government will ever fight, and
SUVs are sadly an omnipresent
reality, scaring people into disavowing their use only makes the
campaigns seem desperate, fallible and, more than anything,
laughable.
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YOUR TURN: LETTER S TO THE EDITOR

Parties need to stop name calling
Being a person of peace
and non-violence, it confuses
me to see people so admittedly for killing people and acting violently toward people.
These people, it seems, do not
really take the time to pay
attention to what the propeace people are saying and
believe in. I did vote, and it
was not for George W. Bush.
To say he won fairly is a bit
of a j oke. We all know and
have seen the numbers that
show AI Gore in fact won the
election. I cannot believe people think we anti-war protesters are hiding behind the

First Amendment. This is
ridiculous; we use the First
Amendment to express our
views because we are in the
United States of America,
and we can have a difference
of opinion and not get killed
for it. Why anyone would
question anyone's citizenship
in the United States just
shows a simple lack of intelligence. I am just as much a
citizen as you are even
though I have not and never
will serve in the military. I
was born in the United States
and I love my country. Why is
it that people in the service

believe you are not a citizen
only until you join the military? Is that part of the brainwashing? I have no desire to
fight a war, and I do not need
to be in one to know that. I
have talked to veterans and
what they tell me is enough to
know war is not the answer to
peace.
1b say war is the answer to

peace is a simple contradiction. It is time we stop the
name calling between the prowar and the pro-peace parties.
It does nothing but show a
lack of intelligence and maturity; we are not in fifth grade
anymore. Practice peace.
Ryan McClure
Junior art major

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. l etters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it conci se.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buzzard Hall. Charleston ll
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to majones@eiu.edu
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Features and extras add to the success of :Jackass'
By Ben Erwin
ONLINE EDITOR

Part cruel joke at the various
hands of a group of mischievous
merry makers and part sociological experiment centered around
the venerable question of "what
if...?," "Jackass," made for sadistic
viewing pleasure upon its initial
theatrical release in 2002, and only
gets better with age on an extrapackedDVD.
Produced for a paltry $5 million
courtesy of MTV, "Jackass"
became a surprise hit by debuting
at No. 1 at the box office its first
week and eventually grossing a
somewhat astonishing $65 million.
As for the plot of "Jackass,"
there is very little to speak of as the
group bounces from "Candid
Camera" style stunts and Bob
Flanagan-inspired performance
pieces backed by a skate-influenced soundtrack. And while skateboarding pandas, nipple-clamping
alligators, unmatched kickboxing
and golf cart debauchery may wear
thin after a few vtewings, it is the
extras of "Jackass" that complete
this moronically zeitgeist piece of
cinema

Although only a single disk,
"Jackass" is packed with extras
ranging from cast and crew bios to
director and cast commentaries
and even a documentary chronicling the "Making Of 'Jackass'"
and 11 deleted scenes, adding
almost 30 minutes to the film.
Kicking off the extras are cast
bios chronicling the rise of the
infamous Johnny Knoxville (a.k.a.
P.J . Clapp) along with background
on Bam Margera, Steve-0 , Wee
Man and others. Also included on
the disc is a series of stills from
locations, movie posters, trailers
for the film's release and a pair of
music videos. Although it's the
smallest feature on the DVD, the
bios (and other supplemental material) serve as a jumping point for
the mayhem to follow.
Also included are director and
cast commentary describing how
the film was shot, how the clan
generated ideas and how the more
dangerous stunts were carried out.
Possibly more interesting than
anything on the film itself is the
simple banter and stories offered
by the cast and the technical
details given by director Jeff
Tremaine. While the film performance may become tiresome quickly, the commentaries are as entertaining as those offered by the
likes of Kevin Smith and Robert
Rodriguez.

elate Dr. Gonzo's drug-fueled and
psychotic trip through Las Vegas
as the two "heroes" bring the
greatest excesses of American
society to light in all of its
Hawaiian shirted, fast food packaged and crumpled glory.
While Thompson remains a
touchstone for prospective gonzo
journalists and drug proponents
alike, the Criterion edition of
"Fear and Loathing" is a disturbed
and ugly film brought brilliantly
to home- viewing audiences courtesy of a packed 2-disc set chronicling almost every imaginable
aspect of the film.
Originally
written
by
"Jackass"
DVD
Thompson for Rolling Stone,
"Fear and Loathing" is a sardonic
and twisted comedy as well as a
commentary of American life of
The disc also contains a "Making the times, and the film reflects
Of" featurette which gives the both the gritty and beautifully
hows and whys of the genesis of maniacal story. On the Criterion
"Jackass." Most fascinating, how- DVD, all of these elements are
ever, is scenes shot from different accentuated with a horde of
angles and various viewpoints not extras about the film, its stars,
seen in the film. In an age when creators and Thompson himself.
Although it is unclear how
many DVDs are offering less and
less with the most useful medium much of Thompson's story is fact
the film world has ever know, even or fiction or how liberally the two
small extras on this disk are worth- blur together, both elements are
unimportant in the final film.
while.
In any case, its DVD counterAnd finally, for those who simply
couldn't get enough of the initial part chronicles the corresponfilm or additional extras, "Jackass" dence between Johnny Depp and
includes 11 scenes not appearing in Thompson as well as the creation
the theatrical cut of the film. While and metamorphosis from novel to
many of these scenes merely echo cult-classic film. Extras abound as
the original tone of the film, it's the viewer is given commentaries,
always interesting to see what was documentaries, deleted scenes,
too brutal, too profane or too idiot- still galleries and more than what
could fit in a simple review.
ic to appear in an initial release.
While "Jackass" is certainly not
While the film is a mere 118
for everyone, and is libel to appear minutes, the extras last for hours
grotesque to many, the film defi- as the dark world of Thompson's
nitely found its audience (primari- Las Vegas is delved into with
ly in sadistic males between 16 and painstaking, and often painful,
25) and speaks to them loud and detail. And with the addition of a
clear. And with additional extras widescreen format and digitized
that hold up to repeat viewing, picture and sound, Thompson's
"Jackass" is even better on DVD.
images appear crisper as a motley
soundtrack accompanies the film.
Although the film was at times
The Criterion edition
lambasted by critics and fans, the
of "Fear and Loathing in
DVD extras provide great insight
as the film spirals blissfully into
Las Vtgas " offers more
oblivion.
backgroundaboutHunmr
"Fear and Loathing" is clearly
not for all audiences and many
5. Thompson's wild trip
still pan the effort, but the DVD is
thr ough Sin City
able to provide a great deal of context to the mischief and narcoticsBy Ben Erwin
induced debauchery. The film can
stand on its own, but is helped
ONLINE EDIT OR
here by a sensory overload of
Terry Gilliam's "Fear and extra features and enough inforLoathing in Las Vegas" is the mation to make even the most
chronicle of gonzo journalist devout Thompson fan smile with
Hunter S. Thompson and his asso- self-destructive glee.

***

+

"Fear and loathing in las Vegas"
Criterion DVD

***.,

+ "/Spy" a disaster
By Ryan Rinchiuso
STAFF WRITER

Owen Wilson, the great master
of sarcastic dialogue, has made a
career out of making incredibly
crappy
films
watchable.
"Armageddon," "The Haunting,"
and "Anaconda" all were horrible,
unnecessary films that were only
interesting when he was delivering his cheesy lines. The worse
the movie and dialogue Wilson
was given, the funnier he was.
Yet, even Wilson met his match in
the truly awful "I Spy."
Based on the popular TV show
of the same name, "I Spy" was
supposed to be an action-comedy
film, yet it does not have one
exciting scene or funny moment.
What "I Spy" has are two actors
that have no chemistry whatsoever, slumming it for a lot of money.
In 2002, Eddie Murphy had
some of the worst movies of the
year with "Showtime" and "Pluto
Nash," and he made it a 3 for 3
with "I Spy." Murphy single-handedly made the buddy film genre
popular with "48 Hours," but now,
almost 20 years later, he almost
kills it with "I Spy" (not to mention "Showtime."). I am always
skeptical of a Murphy film since I
wasted 90 minutes on the excrement that was "Holy Man," but for
the first time, Owen Wilson and
his underdog role (also unsuccess"I Spy"

.,

DVD

ful) making a bad movie unbearable to watch.
The story of "I Spy" was no better than the forced acting of the
two leads. The thin plot revolves
around spy Wilson recruiting
famous boxer Murphy to help
infiltrate a party in Prague to find
an invisible jet. I admit that while
trying to think of a plot synopsis, I
was totally stumped and had to
look online to refresh my memory.
"I Spy" mainly takes characters,
events, ideas and everything else
from better movies and tries to
work itself into this one with
shiny, expensive and dull action
scenes dispersed throughout.
Every plot tum has been done
countless times before and are
painfully predictable, and this
movie had to have one of the
worst villains of all time.
I am a huge fan of Bond films
and any other type of spy thriller.
In these films, the villains are
crazy men, hell-bent on world
domination or something along
those lines; they are also the perfect foil for the hero. In "I Spy,"
the villain is as pointless and boring as the film itself. What does
the villain (played by Malcolm
McDowell with a permanent
pained look on his face) want in "I
Spy?" Nothing more than money
for an invisible jet that looks like a
cheap imitation of the X-Jet from
"X-Men." This is the weakest villain ever gracing a spy movie.
While watching the DVD, I can
say that the picture quality is
actually pretty good. The colors
come out bright and crisp and the
dark colors were not too dark. The
sound was also ok but when most
of the movie is the two leads
yelling at each other, is good
sound a blessing or a curse? The
special features I cannot objectively j udge because the movie
was so bad I did not want to spend
any more of my time watching
how the movie was made. I also
was under the impression that I
had such a miserable time watching the actual film, that no special
feature will make the movie
worthwhile.
It appears that everyone in this
movie was just making the film
for the money and the perceived
success that the film would have.
If you are a fan of either actor, the
show or spy films, I would advise
you to still stay away from this
retched film because you will like
the actors, show and spy films a
little less. This movie was so bad,
I cannot imagine anyone anywhere actually enjoying it.
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Panel ponders whether faculty should advise
By Holly Henschen
STAFF WR ITER

One simple three-word question.
Should faculty advise?
"It is one of the most vexing
issues larger universities have to
deal with,• Eric White said at the
Campus Advising Network's panel
discussion on the question.
The network Thursday held its
third-annual spring forum in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. The panel was one of five
sessions.
White, executive director of
undergraduate studies at the
University of Pennsylvania, mod-

erated the panel discussion.
"Faculty should advise because
curriculum is created by the faculty. You owe it to the students to provide rationales for why it is the
way it is, • White said.
The panel of teachers and students debated advising issues,
such as balancing teaching with
advising, having one central adviser and employing professional
advisers.
"It is a personal issue about relationships,• said John Coffey, academic adviser with the College of
Education
and
Professional
Studies. "They don't need us, we
need them. Without them, there is

no us."
Travis Hastings, an industrial
technology graduate student,
explained the student perspective.
"From a student standpoint, one
adviser seems more fair to students because they may be more
aware of the way the system
works, • Hastings said.
The industrial technology
department has a central adviser.
Hastings was concerned whether
teachers as advisers would give
students enough attention.
Faculty advisers often are
allowed release time from teaching classes in return for advising.
"The advising role extends very

Time running out for budget plans
By John Chambers
ADM INISTRATION EDITOR

The clock is ticking.
"As every day goes by that's one less
day we have to contemplate, • interim
President Lou Hencken said of Fiscal
Year 03 budget cuts.
The university submitted suggested
cuts for Fiscal Year 03 and 04 last
Thursday to the Bureau of the Budget.
Eastern is expecting feedback from
the state early next week on how much
reserve is necessary, but "that does not
mean we'll get it,• Hencken said.
A response was previously anticipated
for this week.
The recommended cuts are a result of
Gov. Rod Blagoj evich's request of public
universities to reserve 8 percent of their
03 budgets to be possibly requested later.
The governor's request came early this
month.
The university's divided cuts will total
about $2.8 million from 15 areas, with 2
percent already in reserve. The reserve
amount and cuts combined are $4.1 million.
That number is what Blagojevich is
asking for; but overall, the governor's
request would total about $113 million
across higher education schools and
agencies.
For next year's budget "the $4.1 million
total did not change - we just sliced the
pie a little differently, • said Jeff Cooley,
vice president for business affairs.
The cuts wtll be similar to FY 03, with
the exception of cuts in a few areas such

as technology spending, he said.
For example, with three months left
this fiscal year, $175,000 is suggested to
be drawn from deferred maintenance.
Next year, it could be $500,000.
The last item for 03 reserve is $800,000
of cuts that could tear through the summer school curriculum.
Hencken said it Will probably not come
to that.
"The other thing that worries me a little bit about this whole deal is we're going
to be making a lot of these decisions when
students are gone (over the summer) ."
Blagojevich wtll deliver his budget
address in early April. Hencken said he is
worried it will look like Eastern is trying
to sneak the cuts through the back door
because of the state's delayed ttmeframe
of letting universities know of the exact
cuts.
However, last week he and other
administrators met with university
groups such as the university committee
executives, chairs, deans and the Faculty
Senate on budget specifics.
"I know that the state of Illinois is in a
difficult financial state," he said. "We're
also at the same time being realistic.·
Hencken said he is confident the
Bureau of the Budget would not ask for
cuts that would hurt students. All univers ities are making their case to the state,
most saying 2 percent given to reserves
would cause the least amount of damage.
"We're talking to a lot of people in
Springfield and they're certainly nodding
their heads. •

naturally from the classroom,·
said Mary Hogg, associate speech
communication professor.
She said the teacher/student
advis ing setting, "allows for a
mutual exchange of ideas, from
educational to personal issues."
"Central advising by department
is the answer, but it has to be done
right,· said John Kilgore, audience
member and English department
professor and adviser.
He said advising with little experience is "like being on an airplane
and someone comes back and says,
'Hey, you have to drive.'"
Kilgore teaches two classes and
has been advising since 1997.

Hogg said she could see speech
communication using a central
adviser in the future, with "all the
information in a consistent
place."
Variability and quality of advising from the faculty is a drawback
of faculty advising, said panel
member lbm Hastings, chair of
the psychology department.
He said faculty tended not to
attend workshops on advising
offered by the university.
"The biggest advantage of faculty advising is the direct access students have to faculty. That is what
separates Eastern from larger universities," Hastings said.

McDuffie: Scholarship money short
of athletic department's goals
By Kate Henderson
STAFF WRITER

The Eastern athletic department will be
granted $1.97 million in scholarship money
from the state of Illinois for 2003.
"Athletics does not have the scholarship
funds it needs,· said Richard McDuffie, director of athletics. "We are approximately
$350,000 short of our needs to fund each sport
the way we want.·
Each sport receives a certain amount of
scholarship money a year which they divide up
how they choose, McDuffie said.
Football is allowed the largest sum totaling
$606,000. Men's basketball receives $136,000,
and women's basketball gets $148,000 a year.
Baseball is allotted $102,000.
The non-revenue sports, like wrestling, tennis and rugby receive far less scholarship
money.
Rugby, the only NCAA-recognized program
in the nation, receives $4,000 a year in scholarshipmoney.
Each coach and department has their own
requirements for players to attain scholarship
money.
McDuffie said the division of funds depends
on four factors: the maximum amount of funds
allowed per sport by the NCAA, the amount of
scholarship money other Ohio Valley
Conference schools are giving to student-athletes, whether or not the sport is competing in
the OVC and what the athletic department

believes it takes Sport
Scholarship Money
$606.000
to be competitive Football
Women's Basketball
148,000
for each sport.
Men's Basketball
136,000
"We want play- Softball
120,000
ers who want to W Track/Cross Country 118,000
111,000
get a good educa- Women's Soccer
M Track/X-Country
110,000
tion," said soft- Volleyball
110,000
ball
coach Baseball
102,000
76,000
Lloydene Searle. Men's Soccer
Tennis
72,000
Searle said her Women's
Women's Swimming
64,000
players must be Women's Golf
46,000
good students, Wrestling
42,000
40,000
meet Eastern's Men's golf
Tennis
38,000
admission stan- Men's
Men's Swimming
27,000
dards,
meet Rugby
4.000
NCAA requirements and be able to compete at a Division I
competition level in order to receive any scholarship money or be recruited for softball.
The softball team is given $120,000 a year for
scholarships and must divide it carefully.
The sport is restricted by an NCAA regulation stating there can only be a maximum of 12
full-ride scholarships.
Searle said Eastern limits the number of
players to 18 on the softball team, but most of
them have some sort of scholarship money. She
said the average scholarship is $10,000 to
$11,000 for her athletes.
Quality of performance and how well an athlete performs at Eastern in practice are important to men's track coach Tom Akers.
The men's track and cross-country program
receives $110,000 a year in scholarship money.

ATTENTION
Theatre Arts Majors, Minors, and any students interested in the department:

FRIDAY AT

Alpha Psi Omega is urging theatre students to attend an all-student discussion about the
future of the theatre arts program.

$2 Heineken &
Amstellight

The discussion will be held in the Tuscola-Arcola room on the 3rd floor of the Student
Union on Sun., March 30 from 12 noon to 2:00

SATURDAY
$2.50 Pints of
~w Castle

Pizza will be provided!
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Comic View Part II features four experienced pranksters
By Jennifer Chiariello
ACT I VITI ES ED ITOR

Four comedians will aspire to
draw unified laughs Friday as
part of the Unity Week Comedy
Show.
Comedians Surga' Ray, Willie &
Woody and Steve Brown will perform at the show, said Monique
Cook-Bey, assistant director of
the student life. Sonya D will host
as well as perform in the comedy
show.
Cook-Bey said she told Sonya D
what the organizers were looking
for and Sonya D said she knew of
comedians that have performed
on college campuses and tie unity
and comedy together.
Sonya D of Chicago has been

seen on BET Comic View, Def
Jam, Queens of Comedy Tour,
Showtime at the Apollo and has
modeled for MODE Magazine,
Cook-Bey said. Sonya D has performed at Eastern before and
Cook-Bey said she has seen both
Sonya D and Steve Brown perform. She is an African American
female that will present "comedy
from a woman's perspective. She
knows how to work an audience."
Steve Brown, from Thscaloosa,
Ala., has been seen on Moesha,
BET Comic View, Comedy
Central will perform at the show.
Surga' Ray, from Chicago, is a
white male who will bring comedy from a different perspective,
Cook-Bey said. He has been seen
on BET Comic View Comedy

Central From Chicago.
Willie & Woody is a ventriloquist act Cook-Bey said she has
seen on television. This will be the
first ventriloquist act to come to
Eastern. Willie & Woody, from Los
Angeles, has been seen on Jay
Leno, BET, Def Jam and VIBE.
"All of the comedians come
from different backgrounds and
different aspects of television and
have a unique sense of comedy,"
Cook-Bey said. The comedians
have performed on hit sitcoms,
prime sitcoms, talk shows or in
other roles in the sitcom industry.
"They are not the big names,
but these people are so funny,"
Cook-Bey said. "The performers
are excellent comedians who may
someday or already be up there

with Dave Chappelle."
The University Board, Student
Government and EIUnity is sponsoring the show in conjunction
with Unity Week.
"It's a little different than what
we normally do with having one
comedian. This time we are going
to showcase four comedians,"
said Bill Welter, concert coordinator for University Board.
"There will be a lot of different
stuff so there should be something for everybody, " Welter
said.
The show will begin at 9 p.m.
Friday at the 7th Street
Underground. Admission is free
and students, faculty and members of the community are welcome.

DUCTI ONS .CO M

Ventriloquist Wille Brown.

Billboard Latin Music Awards to honor Armando Manzanero and El General
MIAMI (AP) - Latin songwriter
Armando Manzanero and rap artist
El General will be given special
honors at the Billboard Latin
Music Awards in May.
The awards show, which honors
the most popular artists on
Billboard's Latin music charts, is
set for May 8 at the Miami Arena.
Manzanero, whose songs include
"Somos Novios," "Adoro" and "Te
Extrano," will receive the Hall of
Fame award for long-term artistic
merit and for expanding the
boundaries and promotion of Latin
music.
El General, a pioneer of Latin

rap, will receive the Spirit of Hope
award for his dedication to humanitarian causes, Billboard magazine
editors said Thesday.
The Panamanian artist has
helped disadvantaged children in
his home country. In 1994, he
founded Poor Children Without
Borders to pay for the schooling of
needy children of single parents.
"These are awards based on
extraordinary accomplishment
and extraordinary commitment,"
said Billboard Latin bureau chief
Leila Cobo. "And these are extraorartists:
Armando
dinary
Manzanero as a living icon whose

JDavis:

is filled with captivating rhymes
that are almost the fifth member
of the group, providing much of
the pace and stage presence. For
those of us who have become disenfranchised by the likes of
Eminem, 50 Cent or anyone else
who sells as many records
because of their image as well as
their music, J. Davis is a breath
of fresh air. Stuart said the s logan
is regularly misinterpreted and
he prefers to describe the band's
sound as rap music that isn't
hampered by juvenile distractions, a combination of style with
substance and a lot of heart.
Other progressive hip-hop acts
have noticed, too, as the group
has opened for the like of The
Roots, De La Soul, Black Eyed
Peas and Talib Kweli. On New

Group has opened for
many popular progressive hip-hop outfits
CONTIN UED FRO M PAGE 1B

ment makes more sense.
J . Davis is quite unlike any
other band simply because they
are able to combine hip-hop
rhymes with jazzy rhythm and
beats so effortlessly. Stuart is a
talented lyricicist, his band
mates are accomplished musicians and as a group they are on
the cutting-edge.
Rap music for the rest of us
describes their sound because it

Daily Specials

345-SUBS

After 5Special
1Footlong Combo Meal

$5 after 5PM
EIU 1Oo/o Discount

music is beloved worldwide and El
General as a role model dedicated
to furthering the lives of children
in his country."

NEW YORK (AP) - The world
premiere of Thomas Ades' "The
Tempest," and The Royal Opera
House premieres ofShostakovich's
"Lady Macbeth of Mtensk" and
Sondheim's "Sweeney lbdd," highlight the 2003-04 Covent Garden

season in London.
A new production of Handel's
"Orlando" and new co-productions
of Gounod's "Faust," Verdi's
"Aida," Strauss' "Arabella" and
Britten's "Peter Grimes" will be
staged, the company announced
Thesday. There also is a borrowed
production of Donizettl's "Lucia di
Lammermoor" that's new to the
house.
"The Tempest," a co-production
with the Royal Danish Opera and
the Opera du Rhin in Strasbourg,
France, opens Feb. 10, 2004. Simon
Keenlyside is Prospera, Ian
Bostridge is Caliban, Cynthia

Sieden is Ariel in her Royal Opera
debut and Ades conducts in his
company debut. The libretto is by
Meredith Oakes, and the production is by Tom Cairns.
"Lady Macbeth of Mtensk"
opens April 1, 2004, with Katartna
Dalayman as Katertna Ismailova,
John lbmlinson as Boris Ismailov,
Christopher Ventrts as Sergei and
music director Antonio Pappano
conducting. The production is by
Richard Jones.
"Sweeney Todd" opens Dec. 15
in a production first seen at the
Lyric Opera of Chicago in
November.

Year's Eve, they played the
House of Blues, drawing the
opening slot for Pharcyde.
"We've been lucky. We know a
bunch of people and we'll get
offered spots on all sorts of different bills," Stuart said . "It
works for and against us. Some
shows are still mind-boggling
because I'm a fan too, j ust a big
ass kid. I get excited."
The band has self-released two
albums on their label Yo-Yo
Smugglers Records, 1999's "YoYo 1" and their latest effort "The
New No. 2," which hit the streets
near the end of last summer.
"I love the recording process
and visualizing music," he said.
"Some things sound exactly like
you anticipated while others take
on a life of their own."

Stuart said the group has
talked to numerous labels, but
talks typically have stalled
because of what he called crazy
deals, or differences of opinion
on the group's musical direction.
Stuart's lyrics cover a wide
range of topics, some offering
insight and others j ust lighthearted rhymes about his experiences. Sometimes ideas for a line
or two will come from pop culture while others may j ust be an
inside j oke the band finds funny.
Stuart said Flav-R-Ice, Ron and
the Professa frequently make
suggestions for what they think
would sound cool in the course of
a rhyme and he'll do the same in
the band's creation of the lyrics'
musical accompaniment.
Although Stuart has been writ-

ing rhymes for some time, he
said he rarely uses old raps
because he feels the dated material isn't as personable.
"I never want to do the same
thing twice. I try to write about
topics that present themselves to
me," he said. "I feel pressure to
be artistically satisfied."
'JYpically, J . Davis performs in
three-piece suits and it's somewhat difficult to picture them in
anything other than impressionable threads. Although Stuart
said it's fun to dress up, there's no
message behind the band's outfits
and they're considering performing some shows in regular
clothes.
The Green Jenkins will open
the 10 p.m. show, which has a $6
cover.

+ A des' 'The Tempest' to
ha ve world premiere in
London
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New class format
needs further
evaluation
By Kevin Micks
STAFF WR ITER

The Department of Speech Communications will need to
further evaluate the results of its experimental teaching
methods.
Instructors of Introduction to Speech Communication
(SPC1310 G) have been testing different teaching methods
throughout the past two semesters in order to determine what
is most effective.
Half of the courses are taught in a lecture-discussion format, which includes one day of lecture and two days of group
discussion per week. The other half is taught in the standard
classroom setting.
The department's evaluation is based upon videotaped presentations and student surveys from the fall semester.
Mark Borzi, chair of the speech communication department, said while there has been no statistical difference
between the two sections, "evaluation of the videotaped
speeches provided some indications that students in the lecture-dJscussion format may demonstrate stronger organizational structure, use of evidence and vocal delivery quality. •
However, the conclusion will require further analysis of
student presentations, he said.
"Both of these methods take place on many other campuses," he said. "We're not doing rocket science here; we're j ust
looking to do what's best for the students at Eastern.•
David Radavich, president of Eastern's chapter of the
University Professionals of Illinois, expressed concerns
Thursday about teaching load increases. While the typical
class load of the classroom format is four sections, the lecturediscussion format could increase the load to eight, he said.
However, Borzi explained supervised graduate assistants
teach the group discussions, so the class load should not be
affected.
The deadline for the spring 2004 schedule is Sept. 1 and the
department has until then to continue its evaluations and
make a decision.
The CAA also unanimously approved the addition of a
Family and Consumer Sciences course, which was previously
offered only as a special course.
The added course, FCS 4752 Focus on Diabetes, is already
in the curriculum, but is usually taught on the weekend as an
off-campus course in Effingham, said Melanie Burns, assistant professor to the School of Family and Consumer
Sciences.
The course could be offered during the regular week in the
future, Burns said.

STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSOC I ATE PHOTO EDITOR

Gary Reed, Utilities Manager for Facilities Planning and Management, talks about lighting Thursday night in theW lot
parking area with Gary Hanebrink, Campus Safety Officer of the Department of Environmental Health and Safety, during
the light walk put on by the Student Senate.

Blinded by the {lack of) light
+ Light walk points
out problem areas
By Avian Carrasquillo
ST UDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Student Senate University
and
Recycling
Development
Committee and key members from the
university housing and facilities, went
on a light walk tour of the campus.
The tour began at the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union and
went through the Triad, Booth
Library, Taylor Hall parking lots,
Lawson Hall, Buzzard Hall, the
power plant, Old Main and concluded
at Pemberton Hall.
All the areas they visited were
cited by students as poorly lit.

Mark Hudson, director of Housing
and Dining Services, said walks help.
"They're j ust to look at the campus
as students look at the campus at
night, • Hudson said. "We try to identify the areas which are underlit, or if
vegetation is obstructing light. In
order to figure out how the campus is
lit at night you have to walk it, and
that's the purpose to get the administrators out here and take a look."
Carol Strode, interim director of
facilities planning and management,
said the needs presented on the walk
will be addressed.
"We'll get together and we'll find
out what the cost will be, what kinds
of things we have to do, and whether
we can do them within our budget or

if it's outside our budget and go from
there,· Strode said.
"I think we've accomplished j ust
about everything people have wanted
each time on the walks, so these are
about picking up the pieces. It's
always a different set ofstudents, and
they may see something that the
other students didn't see. •
Ryan Herdes, chair of the
University
Development
and
Recycling Committee, was pleased
with the light walk.
"I think it was very productive, and
it seems like we had all the key players here that we needed to do this, and
hopefully we can find the funding to
get some of these projects accomplished,· she said.
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Tarble Arts Music Series ends with a performance this weekend
By Lauren Moore
STAFF WRI TER

The Tarble Arts Music Series
will end its year of concerts with
"Sung with Strings Attached:
Violoncello Bel Canto" Sunday.
The event will combine cello,
voice and piano with the musical
stylings of Barbara Hedlund (violon, cello), Ronald Hedlund {bassbaritone), Eric Dalheim (piano) ,
and Marilyn Joy Coles (mezzosoprano) .
The four musicians are well
known around the east-central
Illinois area. The Hedlunds and
Dalheim reside in Champaign,
and Coles in Charleston.
Barbara Hedlund has performed in several places around
the world such as Germany,
Hungary and Italy. She currently holds the position of Principal
Cellist of the Champaign-Urbana
& Danville Symphonies, Opera
Illinois, String Society and
MusiCelli Artists.
Ronald Hedlund's credentials
include over 70 operatic roles
and 30 orchestral, oratorio and
chamber works. He has performed in Austria, Toronto and
for WILL-FM radio. He currently is a University of Illinois professor and Chair of the Voice
Division.
Dalheim has been an official

accompanist/clinician for the
National Association of Teachers
of Singing (NATS) , and performed with world-reknown
artists, including Ara Berberian
and William Warfield. Dalheim
is a University of Illinois
Professor of Accompanying,
teaching
Vocal
Literature,
Principles of Accompanying and
Advanced Accompanying.
Coles has performed over 60
opera and oratorio roles. Some
include German opera in which
she performed for ten years. She
currently is an Eastern professor
teaching voice and voice related
subj ects such as diction in
English, Italian, French and
German.
Director Michael Watts said
that although the end of the year
chamber music series is an annual event, the concerts change
every year with new music.
This year's program will
include
works
by
Felix
Mendelssohn, Gabriel Faure,
Franz Schubert and George
Gershwin, in addition to "The
Prairie Mother Suite" by Daniel
Steven Crafts, and a series of
selections
called
"Spanish
Seasonings" with compositions
by Alexander Glazunov, Maurice
Ravel, Enrique Granados and
Giuseppe Verdi arranged by
Barbara Hedlund and Daniel

Steven Crafts.
"The Tarble Arts Center
Chamber Music series is co-sponsored with the EIU Music
Department," Watts said. "It is
also underwritten by Tarble Arts
Center membership contributions."
Watts said he expects approximately 75 people to attend the
performance. The performance
will be in main gallery in the
Thrble Arts Center on Sunday at
3p.m.
Tickets are available at the
Thrble Arts Center in advance
and at the door the day of the concert for $3 for students and senior citizens, and $5 for the public.
For more information, contact
Watts at (217) 581-2787 or e-mail
him at cfmw@eiu.edu.

+ Christian Campus
House to host
International Potluck
Meal Saturay
By Jennifer Chiariello
ACTI VITI ES ED ITOR

Students will have the opportunity to enjoy foods from other
cultures Saturday at the
International Potluck Meal.
Each international student will

bring food of their country and
the Christian Campus House will
bring American food, said Sue
Songer, International Student
Advisor
of
International
Programs.
Any student interested in
attending can also bring food,
snacks, desserts or beverages,
said Andrea Fritz of the Christian
Campus House international ministries. The meal is open to anyone and there is no cost.
Participants are asked to bring a
dish to share and all the food will
be lied out for everyone.
All international students are
invited to go and bring a dish
from their country and whoever
wants to can sing or perform
musically during or after the
meal, Fritz said
Anuj Bhandari, international
student, said he will be singing a
song from Nepal. Last year
Bhandari sang an original song at
the International Banquet.
An international student from
Jamaica will perform a dance, a
student from the Phillipines will
sing, a student from India will
sing and another student from
India will dance, Bhandari said.
"People will get to talk and
meet international students and
people they never met before,"
Fritz said. The International
Potluck Meal dinner has never

been held before at the Christian
Campus House.
The Christian Campus House
has had an international ministry,
but this is the only activity
planned this year, Fritz said. The
process of changing organizers
in the ministry slowed down the
planning of activities.
The international ministry
plans activities for international
students and American students
to get together and meet each
other, Fritz said. The ministry
typically holds one activity a
semester. In previous years, the
ministry has planned birthday
parties and picnics. Fritz said a
lot of international students do
not have cars and trips to
Walmart have also been held.
"I know there are a lot of times
people are afraid to meet international students because they are
afraid they won't be able to
understand them when they
speak. I hope this get together is
one where people aren't afraid
and there are no barriers or walls
between students," Fritz said.
International
Programs,
Association of International
Students and Christian Campus
House are sponsoring the event.
International Potluck Meal will
begin at 4 p.m. Saturday at the
Christian Campus House, located
at 2231 4th Street.

Hallmark revives forbidden love of 'Thorn Birds' miniseries
LOS ANGELES (AP) - 1\venty
years later, it's time to swoon anew
over the forbidden passion of
Father Ralph and Meggie Cleary.
"The Thorn Birds," part of the
miniseries wave that once
engulfed television, is running on
the Hallmark Channel j ust as it did
when it debuted on ABC in 1983: 10
hours over four consecutive
nights, beginning 8 p.m. EST
Sunday.

Hallmark found relative ratings
success last year with another
classic TV saga, "Roots," and
that
the
Richard
hopes
Chamberlain-Rachel
Ward
romance can still set viewers'
pulses racing.
There's a touch of irony in the
fact that cable, which has steadily
nibbled away at the broadcast
audience, finds it worthwhile to
recycle a broadcast genre now

rarely seen on network schedules.
David L. Wolper, who produced
"The Thorn Birds," "Roots" and
"North and South," believes audiences haven't lost their taste for a
long, leisurely ride. But he understands the market forces mitigating against new network projects.
"Back then, when we only had
three networks, they could spend
money," Wolper said, noting that
ABC financed the $20 million "The

Thorn Birds."
With seven networks now splitting the audience with each other
and cable, such expenditures generally aren't feasible, he said.
There are occasional forays,
including ABC's "Dinotopia" last
year. But new miniseries are more
likely to be on cable, such as the
upcoming "Napoleon" (April 8-9)
on A&E and "Helen of Troy" (April
20-21) on USA.

Cable cannot, however, provide
the mass viewing experience that
America shared back in the days
of the Big Three networks.
The last episode of "Roots" was
seen by an astounding 70 percent
of the TV audience; more than 130
million watched at least part of the
series. At its peak, "The Thorn
Birds" reached 62 percent of the
audience. They reign as the highest-ranked miniseries.
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Fox Ridge outdoor amusement
includes hunting, barbecues

By Stephen Haas
STA FF WRITER

Now that spring is offictally here,
many students find themselves restJess and looking for outdoor fun.
Fox Ridge State Park, an 8-mile
drive from Eastern's campus, offers
a variety of actiVities to keep students occupied.
Glenn Lyons, site superintendent,
said the park holds 12 miles of trails
used for hiking or walking. A quartermile fitness trail that is wheelchair
accessible is an alternative.
"A Jot of people think Central
Illinois is flat," Lyons said. "But anyone that has been on one of these
trails can tell you otherwise.·
For those who want something
besides hiking, there are a few more
options.
"Eastern has students who are
avid hunters, students who are avid
fishers and students whojust want to
come out and throw a frisbee

around, • Lyons said.
Fox Ridge has more than 900 acres
set aside for public hunting.
"All that hunters need to do is sign
in at the office," Lyons said. "We'll
give them a fact sheet With all the
info that they need. •
Fishing is available along the
Embarras River and in Ridge Lake
during the summer. Lyons said the
river can provide channel catfish,
flat heads, bass and bluegills.
11le park has picnic tables and
roadside grills for cooking out.
Shelters are available to rent for
gatherings and picnics. Campsites
are also available.
"Campers can stay in tents or trailers,• said Jodi McKinney. an employee at the park. "We've even had a few
just sleep out here in their vehicles.•
Campsites are available for $10 a
night, but after May 1, sites will be
$11 a night because the shower building will be reopened.
Alcohol is allowed for those over

Elks Club awards
honor local leaders
at next meeting
By Chris Womack
STAFF WR ITER

Some Charleston communi ty
members will be rewarded Friday
for their service to the Charleston
Elks Lodge 623, the Charleston
community and Eastern.
The Elks will hold its year-end
banquet to honor its members as
well as one community leader who
is not affiliated with the Elks.
Group leader Larry Shumard
said the recipients of the year-end
awards will not be announced
until the ceremony.
The non-Elk recipient will
receive the Community Service
Person of the Year Award,
Shumard said. The award will go
to a person who has been instrumental in serving the Charleston
area and Eastern communi ty
throughout the year.
This person has been instrumental in the lives of many
Charleston youth for over 25
years, he said.

"He has been a community
leader with our children for quite
some time," he said.
The banquet will also honor the
Officer of the Year, Lady Elk of
the Year and Men's Elk of the
Year, Shumard said. The award
winners were chosen by a committee comprised of former exalted rulers and Shumard, he said.
This year's Officer of the Year
Award will be given to an Eastern
faculty member who is active in
the
university
community,
Shumard said. This recipient will
also become the new exalted ruler
for the 2003-2004 year.
"We at the Elks feel he will do a
wonderful j ob as exalted ruler,•
Shumard said.
The Charleston Elks chapter
was founded in 1900. It has been
holding annual banquets to honor
its members and influential community leaders since its inception,
Shumard said.
The ceremony will begin at 6:30
p.m. at the Charleston Elks Lodge.

"A lot ofpeople think
Central Illinois is flat,
butanyonethathas
been on... these trails
can tell you otherwise. "
- Glenn Lyoos
21 for picnics and other activities, but
is not allowed on the campgrounds.
"W!used tohavesaneprOOiems With
people getting Wild,· Lycnssald. "But we
gOC rtd of the alrolxJl abrut three years
<g>, cn::J thlngs have been great.
11le park is open from 7:30 am. to
5 p.m., but after April 1, it will be
open from 7:30am. to dusk.
"If you have to tum your headlights on, you had better be heading
out," Lyons said.

Matt Ner1ien, senior marketing major. and t-.s girffriend, Abby Jackson, visiting
from Champaign, walk Ner1ien's German shepherd, Coda, on the Trail of Trees
Tlu'sday afternoon at Fox Ridge State Park. "This is a nice place to come out
and walk," Nertien said. 'We come out whenever she comes down to visit."

Akers:

Student:

CONTINUED FROM PA GE 0 1

checks his voice mail, calls other
coaches about upcoming meets and
does quite a bit of paper work.
"When I was an assistant from
1983 to 1990 we didn't have to do all
of this paper work, • Akers said as he
shuffled around for his clipboard. "It
is definitely not one of the things
that I like most about my job. •
Before leaving to teach a class at
10 am. on Thursday, Akers had to
figure out what is going on with the
meet this weekend in Carbondale
against Southern Illinois University,
Illinois State University and
Western Michigan University.
"There's a chance that our meet
could get rescheduled due to the
weather, so I have to try and get a
hold of Carbondale's coach,· Akers
said.
"That is the first time I had to listen to a homewor k hotline to leave a
message for a coach, • Akers said
With a grin after hanging up the
phone.
On his way to class, Akers stopped
to check one of his three mailboxes.
After seeing no mall, he heads off to
his weight training class.
Akers lectured about circuit lifting, heart rates and exercise contlnuums and included examples of
proper llftlng techniques.
As students came to him with

questions, he answered them one by
one with a smile on his face.
"Thachlng is something I have
always done," Akers said. "I enjoy
teaching and interacting with students, but it is difficult to handle during the season. •
After class Akers grabbed a quick
lunch, and then went back to the
office for some more paperwork.
Akers was still on the phone trying to get this weekend's meet
straightened outj ust minutes before
practice began at 2:30 p.m. After
hanging up the phone, he grabs his
bag, puts on his OVC Championship
hat and is ready to head out to practice.
At the beginning of Thursday's
practice, Akers had to shovel mud
out of the trenches in the triplejump
pit.
"This is the glamorous side of
coaching right here,· Akers sarcasticallysaid.
After shoveling the grime out of
the triple j ump pit, Akers supervised
his j umpers as they warmed up for
practice. At the same time he
explained to a possible recruit the
advantages of coming to Eastern.
After a long day at the office,
Akers crosses the day's finish line
and leaves for home for some much
deserved rest and relaxation.

Hamilton ready to
go overseas
CONT INUED FROM PAGE 01

Hamilton could go overseas,
she said if that's what it comes
to, she is ready.
"I don't know if I necessary
agree with the conflict right
now, but I know I volunteered It's a j ob,· she said. "I don't
complain."
Hamilton said her days now
consist of class from 6 am. to 3
p.m. and with her free time she
works out.
Eventually, she wants to
attend Eastern full time.
Her husband, Bill Hamilton,
is retired from the military.
He said he is not happy with
reactions to the conflict.
"I'm glad we're doing it," Bill
said. "I'm upset with other
countries and the people in the
U.S. who aren't supportive
because eventually we're going
to have to fight terrorism.•
He said he would not be nervous if his wife is called overseas.
"llle thing to do is hope, pray
and support the troops, • he said
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MOVIE REVIEWS

The film version of King's 'Dreamcatcher' is exactly that, catchy
By Aaron Swiercz
STAFF WR ITER

Dreamcatcher's trailers do not
do the film justice, due to the fact
the majority of the star power in
the movie is played down in favor
of the narrative.
This film has that classic
Elv ira Saturday-night monster
movie feel about it, right down to
the corny computer-generated
aliens that look like they belong
in the '70s.
Based on the book by Stephen
King, it tells the tale of five childhood friends and the U.S. Army
as they try to save Earth from an
alien invasion.
Now, I know it already sounds
terrible, but you have to trust me,
if you like gory, creepy, whackedout science fiction horror that
makes you grab your significant
other or hide your eyes, this is a
great flick. Set in the
Northeastern United States, the
movie looks incredible.
Lots of wide panoramic shots
with expansive views of the land
and
set
in
the
snow,
"Dreamcatcher" has a different
look from many of the science
fiction films I have seen before.
The friends are from the town
Derry, Maine. No surprise to
Stephen King fans, they have
been together since childhood
and now they're the only ones
who can stop the alien leader
named Mr. Grey from infecting
the Earth with his own race.
Of course, they get some help
from burn-out army unit commander, Morgan Freeman, and
his close friend Tom Sizemore.
While the movie may leave a
comical look on your face, the
surprising performances should
raise your eyes in a good way.
However, the real reason to see
"Dreamcatcher" is the 10 minute
short film preceding it. The film,
called "The Final Flight of The
Osir is ,• is a part of the
Animatrix. It involves the
Wachowski brothers universe
based on "The Matrix,· but with a
different crew of characters.
The eye-bending animation and
incredible action make this short
film is worth the full ticket price
before "Dreamcatcher" even
starts. It is a riveting drama with
action that leaves you screaming
for more as it blinks out.

"Oreamcatcher"

Lawrence Kasden, director

**

+ Willard's rats obey his
commands but can 't
carry his film
By Lisa Rowe
STAFF WRITER

"Willard," a remake of a 1971
film, boasted horror, suspense and
a thrilling plot to audiences young
and old, but fell short of its promises as an edge-of-your-seat hit.
The movie is about a young man
named Willard, played by Crispin
Glover, who lives in an old, ratinfested house with his sick mother. Willard's mother hears the rats
in the basement and urges Willard
to take care of them. Any attempt
Willard makes to rid the house of
the rats seems unsuccessful.
To make things worse, Willard's
father passed away a few years
earlier, which led to the sale of his
business to cover debts. Willard is
allowed to work at his father's
business under the new owner
Frank Martin, played by R. Lee
Ermey, as part of an agreement
made when the business was sold.
Martin is a cruel man who con"Willard"

Glen Morgan, director

**'

stantly picks on Willard and puts
him into some tough situations.
Amidst his frustrations, Willard
tries to save face at work with his
boss and at home with his mother.
His demeanor and low self-esteem
prevent him from making friends.
After trying once more to catch
the rats in the basement, Willard
stumbles upon a white rat who ran
into one of his traps. He quickly
takes a liking to the rat and saves
him from the trap. Willard realizes that if he takes care of the
rats they will become his friends
and he quickly learns that they
can be taught to obey his commands. He soon uses them to seek
revenge on those who have
wronged him.
The movie had some very creative scenes and some very slow
sequences as well. Special effects
were used to create some of the
scenes with hundreds of rats in
them. This movie is definitely not
for those with weak stomachs as
there are a few moments when the
rats take over to do their evil bidding.
Having gone in with high hopes
for this movie, I was really disappointed. It seemed as if all the best
scenes were put into the previews
and television ads. I did like the
creative use of scene development and superior acting of
Glover.

+ Hanks chases DiCaprio
onto the big screen at
Buzzard Auditorium
Saturday
By Ryan Rinchiuso
STAFF WRITER

While Chris Cooper winning
the Best Supporting Actor Oscar
for "Adaptation" was well
deserved, I was disappointed
because Christopher Walken did
not come home with the award. I
loved Cooper in "Adaptation" and
he was very good, but the screenplay and the direction was the
reason that movie was a great
film . Yet, what made "Catch Me
If You Can" so entertaining was
the heart and soul Walken
brought to his role.
The story of "Catch Me If You
Can,• for those who don't know it,
is the true-life story of Frank

Tom Hanks and Leonardo Dicaprio's first of many encounters in Steven
Spielberg's "Catch Me If You Can."
Abagnale
Jr.
(Leonardo
DiCaprio) , a con man who was on
the FBI's Top 10 list before he
was 21. By dressing up as a pilot
for Pan American Airlines, posing as a lawyer, doctor and many
other people, Abagnale Jr. travels
across the globe and cashes over
a million dollars in bad checks.
The man on his tail is Carl
Hanratty (Tom Hanks) , an FBI
agent wanting nothing more than
to catch Abagnale. While these
two leads are very good in their
respective roles and Steven
Spielberg directs with a sense of
fun he has not shown for a couple
of films, what I remember most
is the performance of Walken.
Many Spielberg films, from
"E.T. • on, have dealt with divorce
and broken families and "Catch
Me If You Can" is no different.
The film tries to say that the reason Abagnale Jr. begins his life
of crime is because of his parent's separation and to make his
dad proud.
Walken, playing against type as
a happy-go-lucky, nice and loving
father, sparkles with this role.
While he is not in the movie nearly as often as Hanks or DiCaprio,
Walken's character is the one that
is the inspiration for Abagnale Jr.
to start his con man operation
because he takes some of his
dad's moves and uses them to his
advantage.
I have seen many films with
Walken and 99 percent of the
time he is playing a crazy, vio-

"Catch Me If You Can"

Steven Spielberg, director

***
lent, or evil man. It has become
commonplace to see him in these
roles and thus less interesting to
watch him on screen as a mob
boss, serial killer or hit man.
One of Walken's most memorable roles is not even in a film ,
but in a Spike Jonze directed
music video for a Fatboy Slim
song. Walken's dancing in the
hotel during "Weapon of Choice"
is a 180-degree change from what
people expect for him. His role in
"Catch Me If You Can" is the
same way because he pulls off
this lighthearted role with ease.
"Catch Me If You Can" is a fun
film that entertains the audience
throughout. DiCaprio, Hanks and
Walken are a treat to watch and
Spielberg's light direction is an
homage to '60s chase films is perfect for this film .
While the movie is about 15
minutes too long, it is definitely
worth a look, if j ust to see why
Walken was nominated. Most people have already seen this film
but it is the type of movie you can
watch repeatedly. For the people
who have not yet seen it, what are
you waiting for?
"Catch Me If You Can" is playing on campus for free at 5 and 8
p.m. on Saturday in Buzzard
Auditorium.

All Acoustic Sundays 9-1 1 . Hosted by Ryan Groff

We've got the
prescription for a
successful
business...
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

LANDSCAPE HELP WANTEDPart-time, experience pref. 2-3
days per week. PH 345-2683
-,-:--,------,--,--...,.3128
Looking for summer help. Local
roofing company. For more information call 217-348-7000.
----------,.,--:--4/4
Now hiring summer staff for Girl
Scout Resident Camp! Unit
leaders, counselors, lifeguard ,
and handy person openings.
Camp is located near Ottawa, II.
Season runs June 15-August 2.
2003. Minorities encouraged to
apply. For application write or
call: GSTC, 1551 Spencer Road,
Joliet. II 60433 or 815-7233449.
----=--_____4/4
Suburban Express has an opening for a motivated, mature.
responsible person to run the
Suburban Express ticket sales
office in Charleston. Train April
and start late August. Duties
include sales, bookkeeping.
customer service. etc. Must be
available Tue-Fri 10am- 4pm
each week of fall and spring
semester. Must have excellent
communication skills, professional demeanor and strong
work ethic. $10/hr starting. No
work during university vacations! Excellent j ob for EIU grad
student. faculty spouse or
schoolteacher spouse! To apply.
please visit Suburban Express
office at 1520 S Fourth Street
Tue-Fri 10am-3pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 11
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
4/ 18
A -.,-,M=E=TA:-=B:-=0::-L:::
IS::-M::----:B::-:R::-:EAKTHROUGH! "I lost 40 LBS in 2
months!" "Ephedra Free" 1-800231-5612
4/30
CA__L_L_N-=-0--W.....!!.....
! --,c,.-,o=-N--S,.-,0:-L--:ID:--cATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WE STAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part
of our team!!! $7/ HR WITH
GRADUATED PAY INCREASES
Work around YO UR schedule
with our new flexible hours: 5p9p; 12p -4p or 12:30p-9p
Business casual atmosphere
Bonus potential Advancement
opportunity Call today to schedule your personal interview: 3451303
--------~00

LOCATION, across from Old Main.
5&6 BR. $250/person. Large
rooms, low utilities. 276.6011
---=-=-=----:-=-:-3128
Summer- 2 BR apt.. 1 Bath, fully
furnished, incl. appliances, water
and trash included, Oldetowne
Apts. Right behind Midas $225
each, Call 259-6360
---,:-::-::-=:------,3128
1 and 2 BR apartments available
summer and fall. No pets 345-4602
3128
91.-:::2-:D'"'iv....,.is....,.io-n-.-=3-=B=-=R=-.-=$-=5=70::-:/-month,
trash included, plus $570 deposit.
Call 932-2910.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3128
1,2 & 3 BR apts. Oldetowne
Management. Close to campus.
345-6533

3 BR house 1 block to
Lantz/O"Brien. Washer/dryer, A!C
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/31
2 BR apt 1/2 block to rec center,
cable included, central air, some
balconies $230/person 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
==--------:-:-::-=-3/31
2 BR money saver @ $190/person. Cable and water included.
Don't miss it. 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
..,..,----=------=--~3/31
4 BR houses 9th 10th Garfield,
CLOSE TO EIU 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
3/31
2 -=B=-=R=--n-e-ar---=B:-u-zz-ard7 .--=-$4=6o/12
months, water included. Low utilities, A!C Coin laundry. ample
parking. 345-4489 Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor
--,---,..,---,-----3/31
1 person looking for a roomy apt?
Try this 2 BR priced for one @
$350/month. Cable TV and water
included.
345-4489.
Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor

1529 Division St. 1/2 block N.
O'Brien Field 2000 sq. ft., 5 BR. 2
family
room,
1/2
baths,
washer/dryer, dishwasher, patio,
cent. air. 345-6991
- - - - - - - . , . . - - 3/31
Female tenants needed for quiet
1.2 BR apts. Very unique, sun deck.
antique floors. Too much to list! Call
348-0819. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 1
Fall 2003: Close to campus. 2
blocks to Union, 2 blocks to Old
Main. 1/2 block to SRC. 5 BR
house. WI D. CA w/ heat pump.
Low utilities. Plenty of parking.
Nice yard. 348.0614
- - - - - - - - . . . , . 4/ 1
4 bedroom house across from
Buzzard. $220/each/month. 10 or
12 month lease. Call 258-0661
before 5pm or 342-3475 after 7pm
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 1
4 bedroom house on 7th street. 2
full
baths,
stove/fridge/ washer/dryer. Newly
remodeled and very nice. DSL
wiring $275 per person 345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 1
Unique 2 bedroom apartments
with sunken living rooms!
Furnished and trash paid with off
street parking. MUST SEE!! $275
per month per person 345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 1
5 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 kitchens.
Newly remodeled with stove and
fridge. Located on 9th street., 1
block from campus. $275 per person. 345-5088

Unique 1 bedroom loft apartments 1 block from Buzzard hall,
furnished and trash paid with off
street parking. MUST SEE!!
$400/1 person $50012 people.
345-5088
----------,,---.....--,-4/ 1
Extremely Nice, Spacious 3 BR
Home. WI D, Close to Campus, no
pets. 345-9267.
:---:-----::---::--::----:-:-----::-:-:4/ 4
Housing for 1-5 residents. VARIETY. Lists at 1512 A Street. Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor, 3454489.

Now leasing for Fall 2003.
Roomy. 4 bedroom house. nice
shaded patio. Good parking. 731
4th street. $225/ person 8976266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
3 BR house 1 1/ 2 block from
cam pus (1115 Fourth). We
mow. furnish trash pick up.
Plenty of parking. Call Martha
at Coldwell Banker 348-0191 or
232- 2873.
=-=------.,--..,..---·4/10
4 BR house , WI D. basement. 10
or 12 month lease. near campus
Call 348-7563
4/10
3 =B=R. =-27b-at7h-:h-o-us-e-=-27b71k_
s .from
campus. WI D. A/C. $250 each.
Fall 03. 348.8286 after 6pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/15
For Rent-Fall 2003: 4 BR house
with w/d. Walk to campus. Lawn
care and trash included. $820 per
month. Call 815-575-0285.
-=::----:--::--:---,..-,----,,--·4/18
2 BR partially furnished apt on
square. Available now or Fall.
$360/month total. 10 or 12 month
lease. 345-4336
4/18
FA_L_
L -:2-:-00::-:3-2--,-B-::-R_H_O::-U....,S:-::E-17
. 08
11TH STREET. NEW CARPET
AND PAINT. WID. $250/ROOM.
345-6210 OR 962-0069
4/19
FA_L_L--,-20,...,0,...,3---:-6--=-B-=-R-H-=-ou-=-sE~ . 3
BATHS, NEWLY REMODELED,
C/A, WI D, DECK. $250/ ROOM.
345-6210 OR 962-0069
4/19
Ho_m_e_s-=fo-r-=fa""""II'"'3:-.4,.-,.5::-B=cR~W'"'tD~.·C/ A.
trash paid within 2 blocks of campus 345-3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/ 21

--=-----=----=--...,....,,---3128
For Rent; Girls Only. 2 Bedroom
Apts across from Buzzard. Call
345-2652.
3128
B R=n=r.,.,.A""NY:-:-=R:::
ID:-:G:-::E:-:T=:O::-W:-::N-::-H-:-:::OUSES, NEW CARPET. VINYL.
DSU phone/cable outlets, Best
floor plan, nest prices! 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/31

Lllncolnwood Pllnet----Apartments
Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• L o t s o f s p ace
• Swimmin g p oo l
• V o ll e yba ll co urt

~

J.~ Across from Carmen Hall ~
~ rr' ~
345-6000
lJjt!-l-.1
NOW it's time to find a place, to decide where.
1&2 person apts., 3&4 BR houses, Brittany
Ridge Townhouses for 2·5.

4LOCATIONS

345-6533
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SPRING 2003 CAP AND GOWN ORDERING: Attention: all students
who have applied to graduate Spring 2003 and wish to walk through
one of the May 10 ceremonies. Toorder cap and gown you j must go to
www.eiu.edu/commence and click on Cap and Gown Rental to access
the cap and gown ordering site. This site will be open until April 3 at
11:59 p.m. Please place your order on-line as soon as possible.
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eachconsecliive dayafterward. 15wordminim1111.

WESLEY FOUNDATION: Lighthouse tongiht from 10-1. Welsey is on
4th across from Lawson. Bring your friends and come dance, talk. or
j ust have fun!!
ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: Foreign Film Night
tonight at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin Auditorium. The movie is "Bend it like
Bekham'"-U.K. movie

Edited by Will Shortz
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40Part of a
metaphor
41 R ich bov in
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16Thin haze

Compositor: _ _
Person accepting ad:
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $

ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: INTERNATIONAL
POTLUCK DINNER on Saturday at 4 p.m. Please bring a dish to share!
Will be at Christian Campus House 2231 4th St- See you there!

~l)e New §ork ~imt£J

Classified ad form
Name:
Address:
Phone:

1,2, &3Bedrooms

1512 A Street. P.O . Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 - Fax 345-4472

The Daily Eastern News

----,---,--..,..--,---,--417

Now leasing for Fall2003. Cozy. 1
bedroom apartment. Laundry.
$300/month. 303 1/2 Polk. 8976266
------,-,............,..,..,....,...-4/9
Now leasing for Fall 2003, nice
4 bedroom house next to
Morton Park. Large deck,
Laundry. good parking. $260
each. 897 -6266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9

CAMPUS CLIPS

Close to campus

Jim Wood, Aeanor

,--,----,----,--,--....,---,-,.-414

1 block from Old Main. 5&6 BR
homes, 3 BR apts, remodeled
house for 2. $250/ person. 3488792 or 549-1521
- - : - - - - - - - , - - - - 4/ 4
4-5 person house for rent 1527
2nd st. Aug 2003-Aug 2004
Ample parking in rear near Lantz.
WI D Call 273-3737
4/ 4
2-::
/3--=BR=-:-H-:-:0:-:-U:::S:-::E-$:-::2:=-20=-=E'"'."A--:c
1806
11TH. 2 BR HOUSE $250 EA.
1810 JOHNSON. 348-5032
----,----,----.,..----4/ 4
Looking for 3 students to rent
house. 1814 12th Street. Walk to
school. Call847 -395-7640
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ALBUM REVIEW S

By Casey Cora
STAFF WR ITER

Ben Harper may very well be the
director of Jesus' soul and funk
choir. On his latest effort,
"Diamonds on the Inside" (which,
by the way, is a most apt title) he
offers an eclectic mix of spiritualbluesy-funk.
Backed by the Innocent
Criminals, Harper evokes the onelove spirit of Bob Marley, the folky
artistic vision of Paul Simon and
the downright funkiness George
Clinton in his best album to date. At
times poignant ("I'm gonna make
the world a better placell'm gonna
help the human race") and at times
downright funky ("Stay Black/Stay
White/Stay Brown/Just get on
down"), "Diamonds" is a gem that
is guaranteed to make you think as
much as it makes your butt shake.
"With My Own lWo Hands," the
reggae opener receiving play on
some radio stations may arguably
steal the album, but "Diamonds"
features much more depth and
vision than one song can demonstrate. 'Thke, for instance "When
It's Good," a foot-stomping blues
ditty that sounds like it could have
been recorded on a porch in the
Mississippi Delta.
What converts so many to
Harper's music is that he delivers it
with a sincerity that can't be
denied. On "She's Only Happy in
the Sun," Harper's vocal pitchshifting pays perfect compliment
to the bittersweet sentimentality of
the song itself. There's no doubt
what he's after, it's in his honeytoned and spiritual voice, which
takes the spotlight in a most reverent fashion on "When She
Believes." Over almost a full string
outfit including violins, cellos and a
harp, Harper bellows about love
and the lord, and does so in a holy
manner missing in a lot of today's
manufactured garbage. He's
respecting the art of music, and
lending his contagious good vibe to
the cause.
"Blessed Be a Witness" recalls,
over tongue drums and a church
organ, the importance of religion
and self-realization. With the help
of Ladysmith Black Mambazo, a
South African vocal band also
heard on Paul Simon's "Graceland,"
"Picture of Jesus" brings a world
vibe to the album and remains with
the underlying spiritual framework.
All spiritual musings aside, the
Innocent Criminals bring some
dirty funk to the table. On "Brown
Eyed Blues," he sings brilliantly
and soulfully over slapping bass
and electric piano that may convince you that this is peak-era
Stevie Wonder, not 2003 Ben
Harper.
"Bring the Funk" is the sleeper
hit of this album, but for one reason

"Diamonds on the Inside"
Ben Harper

****
or another (and lucky for us), mainstream radio is not ready to
embrace such an original proposition. It's not easy to describe a
strong funk song like "Bring the
Funk," so all I can suggest is get a
hold of the song, and play it insanely loud and then let me know what
you think.
Harper deserves praise for not
dwelling on one musical focal point,
such as staying in the reggae vibe
or remaining soulfully acoustic
throughout the entire album. He
can surely bring the funk, but he
also showed up with a pocket full of
rock. On "Temporary Remedy" and
"So High So Low," the Innocent
Criminals get overdue credit for
bringing driving bass lines and
balls out rock to this record.
For all of the unique elements
that "Diamonds on the Inside"
delivers ... funk, gospel, soul, rock,
blues and reggae; Ben Harper and
the Innocent Criminals seem to
have a freehold on all of them.

+ Barlow and The "New"
Folk Implosion stray
from traditional sound
By Matt Rennels
STAF F WR ITER

Ladies and gentlemen, meet
Loobie. Wave goodbye to Lou and
shake hands with Loobie.
When the editor of this fine publication handed me The Folk
Implosion's new album, I noticed
the work was self-titled with the
mysterious adjective
"New"
slapped at the beginning of their
self-title.
What? Who said that Lou Barlow,
jack of all indie trades, can go and
tamper With the band name, and
more importantly, the band?
All right, first things first:
Loobie. Lou is gone, man. The legendary rhythm j unkie j ump-started his career laying down bass for
Dinosaur Jr., wrote a bushel of
songs for and fronted the critically
acclaimed garage band Sebadoh
and then formed the Folk

Implosion. But dude, Lou's gone.
On to Loobie. When I opened up
the CD, there he was, and there he
still is, alongside Wozzy on guitars
and Rusty on drums.
The Folk Implosion have specialized in quirky nuggets of pop since
1994 when The Melvins asked
Barlow and his drummer from
Sebadoh, Ross Pollard, to open for
them and play songs from whatever project they chose. They then
asked guitarist Imaad Wassif, who
was Writing songs With Pollard for
the side project Alaska, to join the
band.
If you take a quirky pop band
and release them to the public,
what do you get? A mainstream hit!
All right, not every time. But in
1995, The Folk Implosion was j ust
as surprised as the label when their
basement tape single "Natural
One" went from the indie movie
"Kids" and worked its way to a top
40 hit.
To follow the success, the band
then released "Dare 1b Be
Surprised," an album that critics
liked but the mall rats didn't.
Despite the album's failure,
Interscope decided to give them a
shot and when the band released
1999's "One Part Lullaby," and
waved goodbye to The Folk
Implosion.
On "Lullaby," the music had a
noticeable change to it. It was less
creative and open, as it was more
structured and orderly. Now it was
more of Barlow and less of Pollard
in the song writing and vocals.
FolloWing the obvious hint, Ross
Pollard took his drumming elsewhere and Interscope decided to
drop the commercial failure.
Ross, Lou and Imaad exit and
Rusty, Loobie and Wozzy enter. It's
time to shake hands with the New
Folk Implosion. Cold, clammy and
far from firm; the New handshake
is not good.
The album starts with a familiar
ring to it. On "Fuse," the bass
heavy intro intertwines with flavorful guitar lines. This lasts
through half of the first verse and

SIT
The New Folk lmplsion

*"

somehow gets lost in a numb chord
progression with as much flavor as
a stick. 1b throw salt on a wound,
the band extends the song an extra
minute or two with a "feel my
angst" jam, something certainly
new. How could a band that once
shoved 14 songs onto an album in
22 minutes decide to waste their
time, and ours, with a mindless
j am?
"The New Folk Implosion" is
chalked full of drama. If I want to
hear drama, I will throw on some
Mary J . Blige but that probably
won't happen. Gone are Lou's
slightly reserved, shy vocals and
here are Loobie's climactic, overdone, tasteless vocals that are ohso-painful to listen to. His voice
often reminds me of Maynard
from lbol; the anti-Chrtst of indie
rock. Loobie also does his best to
imitate a Barenaked Lady on the
weak and sappy pop ballad "Pearl."
I don't even want to talk about
any more songs. I'm sick of it. This
album isn't mediocre, it's sad. The
lyric "harmony's gone/the rhythm
remains" is repeated a few times
On "Brand of Skin;" a song that is
seemingly about Pollard's exit, possibly the central topic of the album.
Anyway, perhaps the rhythm
remains, but they are marching to
the beat of a different drum, and
the beat sucks.

+ Unnecessary

guest
vocals mar "The
Complex"

By Ben Erwin
ONLI NE EDITOR

Following on the heels of the
Grammy nominated "Audio," Blue
Man Group founders Matt
Goldman, Phil Stanton and Chris
Wink quickly inked a multi-album
deal with Lava and set out to create
what the group deemed a "new concert experience in the vein of Pink
Floyd."
After such a presumptuous
promise, the Group quickly hit Las
Vegas where the original members,
along with a full band, began crafting the tunes that would eventually
become the intriguing and visceral
"The Complex."
Unlike "Audio," or even Blue
Man's live shows, "The Complex"
combines Blue Man Group's notorious percussion on acid aesthetic
alongside vocalists such as Dave
Matthews, Tracey Bohman and
Josh Haden among others to varying degrees of success.
"The Complex" begins with
"Above," and the track sets the tone
for the full-on sound of the record.
Not abandoning their sense of
humor throughout the record,
"Time to Start" follows, on which
the Group illustrates a number of

Tim's week at Hidden Beach, Los Angeles
This week's column is on my adventure in Los Angeles. I went there for
my spring break to work in Hidden
Beach Recording's office. The time I
spent there was very useful. I was able
to do things I haven't done before.
I went straight to work when I got
off the airplane. I went to Santa Monica
Studio for a video screening for Mike
Phillip's music video "Wonderful and
Special" featuring Jazdin Reddy, an
upcoming R&B singer.
I had to take the extras up to the
screening director and the photographers. They had to take pictures of the
potential extras and after that, the
extras showed their portfolio of credentials. This is how the gir ls and guys
get selected for a video.
After the screening, the director met
up with the director of the video and
they decided who they wanted in the
video. The extras that were lucky
enough to get in the video received a
call later that night.
The next day, we had to go to
Hollywood to shoot the video. I got a
chance to see the Hollywood Hills, and
the homes in the hills are all huge mansions. The video was filmed in a club

Tim Edwards
STAFF WRITE R

called The Mint, which is a famous
club in California. I got there at 8 a.m.,
and little did I know that I wouldn't
leave until 8 p.m . that night.
The making of a video is a very long
process. They had to take different
concepts for the video in case something happened to the film for the original concept. This was the only day
they had the club.
My job was to assist the director,
Eric Shue, in bringing the extras in for
the club scene. They had different
groups of extras for the various club
scenes.

The big surprise was when the director asked me to be in the video, too. I
was in a few scenes with the other
extras dancing at the club. It was a lot
of fun. You can catch the video on BET
in the next couple of months.
Be sure to keep a look out for the
director, Shue, in the future. He is
under the mentorship of Dave Meyers.
Meyers has directed videos in the
past for Jay Z, Britney Spears, Papa
Roach and Mariah Carey. One of his
latest videos was Missy Elliot's "Work
It."
I got a chance to speak with Meyers
because he was on set for most of the
day. He was very down to earth and
friendly. You wouldn't even know he
was a multi-millionaire.
The rest of the week I worked with
the VP of Marketing for Hidden Beach,
on marketing strategies for the debut
album by Kindred, which was released
March 25. I sent out promotional products to National Promotion Director
for Sony where Hidden Beach receives
distribution.
Nevertheless, my trip to Los Angeles
was very intriguing. I learned a lot
from some of the industry's best.

"The Complex"
Blue Man Group

*-i
"concert movements" ranging from
a simple "headbob" to "the up and
down jumping motion" all atop the
Group's quirky beats and sparse
guitars.
While much of Blue Man Group's
material easily bleeds together in
waves of percussive fury and amazingly complex layering, more
melodic numbers like "Exhibit 13,"
and the Group's kitche cover of
"White Rabbit" stand out on an
album otherwise marred by misplaced vocalists.
"Up 1b The Roof," featuring
lfacey Bohman, is bland at best,
succeeding only under a cacophony
of distorted guitars at the choruses.
Likewise, numbers featuring Josh
Haden and Esthero come off as less
than stellar. Quite possibly the
worst, however, is "Sing Along,"
featuring Dave Matthews. While
the slinky "Sing" contains one of the
best melodies on "The Complex," it
is scarred by Matthews always garbled, nonsensical, "I'm drunk and
sloshed on Vicodin" delivery. Sadly
however, the track is already garnering considerable airplay as
Matthew's obnoxious fans are quick
to lap up the track like a pack of
Pavlovian dogs.
While Blue Man Group's biggest
strength was once its techno-withtalent delivery alongside percussion wizardry and the Wit of live
performances, "The Complex" is
filled with unnecessary vocal
accompaniments and may make
fans yearn for the days when the
Smurf-like group was simply relegated to Pentium commercials and
Briar Street performances.

The best of Coles County
+ The Verge is still accepting
ballots for the best of Coles
County contest. Vote for the
best the area has to offer in
food , drink, entertainment and
people. Look for ballots around
campus or stop by the newsroom (1811 Buzzard) to pick
one up. Ballots are also available at www.thedailyeasternnews.com or E-mail The Verge
at eiuverge@hotmail.com and
we'll E-mail you one.

CONCERT CALENDAR
Friday
+ Josh Jones
J ackson Avenue
Coffee

8 p.m. no cover
+ Sullen, Loomis
Friends & Co.
10 p.m. $2
+ Triple Play
Gunner Bucs
9 p.m.
$5
+ Comic View
featll'ing Sonya D.
Surga' Ray, Wille &
Woody and Steve
Brown
7th Street
Underground
9p.m. no cover
Saturday
+ The J . Davis
Trio, The Green
J enkins
Friends & Co.
10 p.m.
$6
+ Scrap
The Uptowner
10 p.m.
$2

+ Shaking Tree,
5 Apples
7th Street
Underground
9p.m. no cover
Sunday
+ Ryan Groff
Acoustic Night at
The Uptowner
8p.m. no cover
+ Sung With
Strings Attached
Tarble Arts Center
3p.m.
$3
Upcoming shows
+ Robbie Fulks,
The Siderunners
Friends & Co.
April S
+ Triad Festival
featuring
The Butcher's
Legs, Motherlode,
Life of Riley and
The Green
Jenkins
Library Quad
April12

+ Jurassic 5
House of Blues
Chicago
April 16
+ Ministry
Pop's
Sauget
April 18
+ Dave Chapelle
Lantz Arena
April 25
Tickets on sale
Saturday Union
Ticket Office
+ B.B. King
Lincoln Square
April 27
Urbana
+ Chevelle,
Taproot. Disturbed
April27
Peoria Civic
Center
+ De La Soul
House of Blues
May3
Chicago
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Network:
CONTIN UED FROM PAGE 01

posal.
"From what (Cooley) told my
committee, he said there would be
more bandwidth," said Donnelly,
whose committee had passed the
proposal, but at $90 and not the
proposed $100. "The way they sold
it to us was that they were increasing bandwidth - I don't know if
he'll have to get more money for
the additional bandwidth - but
another committee member
belleves that's what wtll happen."
The $6 milllon proposal, which
will be sold as bonds in the Chicago
market, will be paid off in increments over the next 10 years,
Cooley said Monday night in a
presentation to the tuition and fee
committee.
Cooley originally asked for the
$6 million from the Illinois Board
of Higher Education, but his
request was denied.
Bandwidth, as defined by
www.netfirms.com, is the total size
of all files transferred to Web

surfers from a site. For example, if
a Web page is 20 kilobytes and 100
people visit it in a month, a total of
2,000 kilobytes will be used.
Eastern pays the Illinois Century
Network about $8,000 to receive
30 megabytes of bandwidth every
month.
The more bandwidth a network
has, the faster the Internet will be
- however, only a certain amount
of bandwidth can be sent or
received as data at any one given
time.
The Internet pipes can potentially receive and send data at 30
megabytes per second to off-campus Web pages or other computers.
The 30 megabytes is shared among
the network's 7,000 student and
administrative users.
"If in the dorms, in the absence
of strong controls, speeds can
range from a theoretical 2
megabytes (2,000 kilobytes) to a
very slow 50 kilobytes depending
on the file sharing traffic," said
Mihir Chaterjee, assistant vice

president for
Informational
Thchnology Services, in an e-mail.
In comparison, a standard
modem has a speed of 56 kilobytes
while most DSL servers hold a
speed of 256 kilobytes.
If an increase of bandwidth
were to occur, which would be a 15
megabit increase from the current
30, then Housing and Dining, who
currently foots the bandwidth
costs, would most Ukely pay for it
- not the $100 student fee.
"T he main priority is the campus network first," Lewis said.
The proposed $6 million will not
increase Internet speed via bandwidth, but will improve the consistency and rellabillty of the current
network, which may in tum provide a more efficient Internet.
"The network will be more
direct," Lewis said. "Let's say you
are on the phone and there is noise
on the phone Une and you can't
hear what the other person is saying.
"Well, you have to ask the person

you are talking to to repeat what
they said and the information has
to be retransmitted - that's what
our Internet is like right now."
The backbone of Eastern's
Internet is a series of multi-mode
fiber optic wires that run underground in steam tunnels to the
campus' 31 academic and residence hall buildings.
Lewis said the multi-mode
cables can maintain a strong
Internet signal for 2 kilometers (1
114 miles) before it begins to
severely degrade. The base connection is in the Student Services
Building and the distance to
Lumpkin Hall, in reference, is
about 1 kilometer, Lewis said.
"When you get in those tunnels
and the wires start snaking around
those buildings, it doesn't take long
for the distance to start adding up,"
he said.
As part of Cooley's proposal, the
old multi-mode cables would be
replaced by single-mode cables
that can maintain a strong signal

30 times farther than the multimode, Lewis said.
Cooley created the 10-year plan
estimating the $100 fee would
come from 10,000 students, thus
providing $1 million a year.
Cooley said the network lacked
finances to upgrade because its
original source of income was long
distance phone calls.
"We have lost $1.2 million in revenue," he said. "And why did that
happen? Because of cell phones,
phone cards, chat rooms and
instant messaging."
As a result, the new student fee
was proposed, which is something
interim President Lou Hencken
thinks should be incorporated.
"I think equipment technology is
extremely important," Hencken
said.
Teng & Associates, a Chicagobased technology company, has
been hired to design the rewiring
layout if the new fee is passed. The
expected finishing date would be
fall of 2004.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

PER S ONAL S

GREAT LOCATION: NINTH/LINCOLN ONE. TWO BR APTS SUITABLE FOR ONE OR TWO PERSONS. 348-0209.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/ 5
BUCHANAN STREET APTS. 1,2,3
BR. OFF-STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 549-6215

Leasing Fall 2003. 4 BR house, 3
blocks from Old Main. 2 baths,
WI D, large closets, low utilities.
10 or 12 Month Lease. Must see
to appreciate. 234-8774 or 2464748.
00
4 -or ""5-=B=-=R--h:-o-u-se-.--=2:-:-ba-th:-s-.-:AI:-:=C &

Fall 2003: 2&3 BR furnished apts.
Utilities included, c lose to campus, no pets. Call 345-6885

NICE. 2 BR apts still avail. for
next year. $225 -$300/ person.
Good locations, good condition . locally ow ned. locally
mainta i ned . No pets. 3457286

-::-::---::-::---:----::----5/ 5
1 BR apt. 751 6th St. 11 month
lease. No pets. 348-8305

WI D, 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273

Comfy. large 2 BR house. All
rooms with DSL cable, phone
jacks. New AIC, furnace, and
dishw asher. W/ D, trash/ mowing
included. Nice yard. 24n maint.
10-12 month appliances and window s . Low ut ilities. Off -street
parking. Steel doors with deadbolts. JWheels 346-3583

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in a
yearbook of your senior year, and
are not sure how to pick it up. come
to the Student Publications offiCe,
room 1802 Buzzard Hall, and for
only $4 w e will mail you a copy in
the Fall when they are published.
Call 581 -2812 for more information.

~-------~~00

3 BR apts. with deck. 1426 9th St.
Off street parking. Trash and lawn
service paid. 11 month lease. No
pets. 348-8305.

-~--=-=~-----~00
·

Large 7 BR house with 2 living
rooms, 2 bathrooms, 2 kitchens,
basement with laundry. Trash and
lawn service paid. 6 to 7 people.
11 month lease. 348-8305.
00
SU""M-M--,.,ER=--M""IN.,..I""s""To.,.RA=--G=-=E=-.-M.,-in. .3
mo. lease. 4x12 to 10x30 units.
Phone 348-7746

---------=-~~00

Recently renovated nice 3 BR apt.
$215 each. 4 BR apt . $225 each.
Trash included . Plenty of free
parking. 345-6967

-~~.,-.,----~---00

Nice 5 BR 2 bath house 2 blocks
from campus. C/A. Free w asher
and dryer. Low utilities. Private
backyard. We mow. Trash included. $245 each. 345-6967
00

AV""A""IL-A...,BL.,.E-J.,..U-N""E....,.....
1 ---=-0-N-T~H· E

SQUARE. EXTRA NICE. 1 AND 2
BEDROOM APTS. CIA, CARPETED. DISHWASHER. ALSO AVAILAB LE 1 AND 3 BEDROOM
HOUSES. CALL 345-4010

~-. . . . . . . . . . -

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~oo

2 BR apt for Fall. 218 3rd st. 11
mo.
lease.
Pets
allowed.
348.8305

00

Ni.-c-e---:4---::B::-:R::--:-ho_u_s_e_w_/,..-o=ffic, e.
Excellent location. Near Lantz.
Call 345-0652.

--------~~---00

House for rent. 3-4 BR. 2 show ers, air, W/ D, off-street parking.
217.202.4456

~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~oo

FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2, 3&4 BR
houses. Great locations, close to
campus. 24n maint. Great prices.
Call now! 346-3583
00
FO:-:R,-....,LE::-A-:S"'E: ""
Fa-ll-2:-:00...,....,...3--2=-&-4-BR
houses, DSL wiring. central air,
ceiling fans, cable/ phone j acks,
2417 maint. 10 or 11 1/ 2 month
lease, W/ D, newer appliances.
Call 346-3583
- - - - -..............,...............~00
Newly recarpeted, 1.2.3 BR apts
on campus. Call Lindsay at 3481479

~~~~~--..........~00
SPACIOUS, 1 BR apt across from
EIU At 1542 4th St. All elec, cent.
Air. Good c loset Space. Trash &
parking included. Ideal for mature
student or couple. Availabilities
for June & August. 345-7286.
---~~-~~~·00

Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within w alking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467

- -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . ~oo

Now renting for Fall 2003: Very
c lose to campus. Several 1.2&3
BR apts. 3 BR. houses available.
Sorry No Pets! 348.0006

___________00

~--------=----=----=----=---00

2 BR apt completely furnished
newly remodeled, no pets, trash &
w ater furnished. $235 per student. 235-0405.

---=-=~~----~00

FALL 2003: 3 bedrm. house, 217
Polk, CIA. WI D, DSL cable and
phone in all bedrooms, garage.
fenced
in
yard ,
www.eiprops.com 345 -6210 or
549-1628
___,..........- ....................~~..........-00
Tired of apt living? Riley Creek
Properties has clean 3 BR homes
& townhouses available beginning
June 1st. All partially or fully furnished & close to campus.restaurants/shopping. PETS CONSIDERED. Call 512.9341 days or
345.6370
evenings.
Leave
Message.
____________00
1210 Division . House for Rent.
Across from Peterson Park. 4 BR.
bath,
large
backyard.
2
$100/ month total ($250 each) Call
235.0939
____________00
NEW LISTING: 2003-2004. Nice.
brick house. Excellent Location . 8
people, $250/ person . 345.0652.
leave message

.--7-::~--~---==----00

Nice 1 BR apt with office space.
Excellent location. $350 per
month. Call 345-0652.

___________________00

STILL SMELL THE NEW CONSTRUCTION! 1 BR/1 BATH apt. @
117 W. Polk w / stove. refrig.
micro, dishwasher, w asher/ dryer.
Trash paid . $450/ single. $275
ea/2
adults.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts.com

00

3 =B.,...LO::-C=:K-:-:S,-.,F=:R::-::0:-:-M-:-=EI""U-@~200=-:1 S.
12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet
your needs. Furn.@ $435/ single.
$50012 adults. Unfurn.@$395/ single. $460/2 adults. Stove, refrig.
micro, laundry room. Trash paid.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts.com

00

--------------~~00

2 nice houses, all appliances,
WI D. Available Spring & Fall2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7 530

00

7

SE::::IT
=:S"'IN-:-:G::-::E:R
= --:A:::
P=Ts=--..,.,16""1 1 ---='9TH
STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST OF OLD
MAIN. NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 2003 & FALL 03-04. COMPLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT &
GARBAGE FURNISHED. 9 MONTH
INDM DUAL LEASE. CALL 345-7136

----=-~----------~00

Cozy. 2 BR house all rooms with
DSL cable, phone j acks. All new
appliances
and
windows.
Covered front porch . New AIC
and furnace. Low utilities. Trash
and mowing included. Off-street
lighted parking . Steel doors with
deadbolts. 24-7 maint. 10-12
mo/ lease. 4 min to EIU. JWheels
346-3583

2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583

Leasing summer for 10-12 month.
1 BR ($350) & 2 BR ($400). Large
apts, furnished, ideal for couples.
743 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.

----------------~00

----------------~00

----------------~00

----------------~00

00

FA,..,.
L..,..L703::-_::-2=B=-R=Fu"'R
=:N-:-A..,.,P::::T:-:$c:::2-::-:35::-e'a.
10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-5048

==------------.....--.,-~00
3 BR house, no pets. 1 yr lease.
A/ C, furnished wit h garage.
$250/ per student 235-0405

~----~----~.,..-~·00

3 BR house for rent for Fall 2003.
Good location WID & AC. trash, off
street parking. no pets. 345-7286.

00

Nl""c-=-E-A.,.,P::-:T::-:S---::-ST
=-1-LL---,A--VA--1-LA.,.,B,.-L, E!
1,2,3 BR apts available for Fall
2003. Good location, reasonable
rates, trash, off street parking. no
pets. 345-7286.

00

BR=-I=
T1::-A-N--Y~R~ID::-G::-E~
TO-:-W---,N~HO-:-U~SE
For 4-5 persons, central air.
w asher/ dryer.
d ishw asher.
garbage disposal. 2 1/ 2 baths.
Trash and paved parking included, near campus, local responsive landlord. From $188-$225/
person. Available in May. Lease
length negotiable. 217-246-3083

00

RO=:Y-:-:A,..,.L""'H""E""IG=:H-::T~S,--A::-:P:=T:=S-:1::-:5"'0""9,S.

N 0 N s EQuITuR

-~~--~------~---00

LARGE 4 BR house. All rooms
with NEW DSL cable, phone
jacks and fans, WI D, C/ A, furnaces, d ishw asher, refrigerator
and range. Off-street lighted
parking. Steel doors with deadbolts.
24/7
maint.
10-12
mo/ lease. 4 min to EIU. mowing
and trash included. JWheels 3463583

00

HU
-"'G=E-:4-:B::-:R::-h
:-o-u-se-w7ith:--::B"'
IG::---:'closets! 3 new baths, all rooms with
DSL cable, phone jacks and fans.
New W/ D, AIC. 2417 maint. 10-12
mo/ lease/ All new window s. offstreet lighted parking. Great front
porch and deadbolts on doors! 4
minutes to EIU. Mowing and trash
included. JWheels 346-3583

-~~.,.--.....-.,.-.....~,--~00

$299/ MO. INCLUDES HEAT.
WATER. & TRASH. ABOVE
MOM' S. DAVE 345-2171. 911am.

-....,-------:--::-:-::-:--~00

00

BE=L""L~R=E~
D~
Do=-o=R~A~P=Ts=-.~1~
. 2&3

BR. OFF STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-3554 OR 346-3161.
___________________00

Roommate wanted for 2 bedroom apartment . $260 a
month. Call Jennifer at 3179019
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/ 9
Roommates
wanted,
Call
Lindsey
$295/ month.
348.1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
o
.
o

Roommates for 3BR f urnished apartme nts. $290 per
pe rson . 1 509 S. 2nd. Call
346 - 3583
00

S UB LE SS OR S

\1'\lA~RE. 1>-'i<E:c
\~ t'\\C.£:. G.\J'{f.
LOO'<(\t-\G- ~

\N~~~ ~~
P-\....L~~~
'NOt-t\~~ 'J'-l\}..0

~~...~,

'l-1~ t>- ~\a;
(:;,\)'{?

BOONDOCK S

2
roommates
w anted!
$275/ month 10 month lease. cozy
furnished house on 2nd street..
348-3068
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/ 31

BY WILEY MILLER

\NON\(1-..N?

___________________00

~.,-.,-~-.,-~~--=-00

ROOMMATE S

ANNOUNCEMENT S

2 sublessors needed for 2 bedroom duplex. $425/month . Please
call 345-6320
. . . . , - - - - - - - - - 3/ 28
2 fema le sublesso r s n eeded. $260 / month, 10 month
lease at the Atrium for 0304 . Ca ll 581 - 2241 , leave
message.
- - - - - - - - _ _ , , . . - 4/ 1
Male sublessor needed for 6
months.
$200/ month.
Call
345.5412

2 BR townhouse apt. furnished,
trash pick-up included. 2 blocks
from campus. Call 348-0350

18th Street. 2 BR apts w /stove.
refrig, micro, laundry. Will meet
your needs. $395/single. $460/ 2
adults. Trash included. 348-77 46
www.charlestonilapts.com

NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3 BR
APTS. RENT AS LOW AS
$280/ PERSON.
FURNISHED.
SUPER
LOW
UTILITIES.
DSUETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
o
.
o

___________________00

EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND
SPECIALS
BUD, BUD LIGHT. BUD ICE 12NR
$7.99
MICHELOB, MICHELOB LT.•
MICHELOB ULTRA 12 NR $7.99
SMIRNOFF ICE 12 NR $11.99
CHECK OUT OUR LARGE
IMPORTED BEER SELECTIONKEGS IN STOCK -ICE 7LBS.
94CENTS PER BAG- 345 -5722
RTE. 130 AT JACKSON AVE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/ 28
STOP IN AT EASTSIDE PACKAGE
FOR ALL YOUR LIVE BAIT. TACKLE. AND FISHING NEEDS-WHILE
YOU'RE HERE STOCK UP ON ICE,
SODA. BEER. AND CIGS. 3455722 RTE. 130 AT JACKSON AVE.
,--......,.,....,.....,...-.,............=-=----·3/ 28
HEY. LET'S TALK! HELP!!! JUST
SPENCE'S NEEDS YOUR INPUT.
WE NEED YOU, TO STAY IN BUSINESS! WE 'VE LOWERED OUR
PRICES, WE HAVE COOL STUFF.
BUT WITHOUT YOU, COO L
TURNS CO LD! 1148 6TH ST.
OPEN WEDS-SAT. 2-5. 345.1469
3/ 28
AT=
T.,..EN""T=-10.,...,-N-.,.A--LL-G:-:R:-A-:D-U_,..,ATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in a
yearbook of your senior year, and
are not sure how to pick it up. come
to the Student Publications office,
room 1802 Buzzard Hall, and for
only $4 we will mail you a copy in
the Fall when they are published.
Call 581 -2812 for more information.

~------------,----~00

C~
LO~s=E~
T~O..........
S~H~O~P=
P I::-:N~G~
! ~1~305

ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water. trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 11 11 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427

~----------,....----=-00
'

2 BR house next to Morton Park.
Available for $375/ month . Pets
are welcome. 235-3373 or 3485427

BY AARON MCGRUDER

\fERY WISE PERSON ONCE ASKED,
"WJ.IAT GOOD IS A S.IMRT 110M$ I>
YO<J flA\fE A IXJW PRESiDENT?~

0
0

~
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MEN ' S GOLF

MLB

SEMO offers exciting four-ball format Mickey
hands

By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS REPORTER

"We're really excited

Eastern's men's golf team will compete thls weekend In
the unique Southeast Missouri Four Ball event at birdiefriendly Kimbeland Golf Club.
The course In Jackson, Mo. isn't very long at 5,402
yards and a par-72. However, thls four-ball format is what
will create the drama Involved In the event. Four-ball is a
style that is used In other exciting events, like the Ryder
and Presidents' Cup competitions.
The event starts on Sunday With the random seeding of
the eight competing teams and first round action.
The eight teams will send three groups of two players
as teammates to compete In a bracketed form of competition. The three pairs will compete In a head-to-head format and the Winner of at least two matches moves on to
the next round.
Four-ball is a form of play where two teammates play
their own ball and the lowest score of the two is the team's
score for the hole.
"We're really excited about thls format and I feel like a
Ryder Cup captain trying to find pairs that will play well
together," Eastern head coach Jay Albaugh said.
Albaugh stated he's still unsure who will play together
In the three teams he will send Sunday, but the projected
players are seniors Dave Rella and Matt Holmes, j uniors
Kyle Awkerkamp and Kyle Maxwell, sophomore Ryan
Lambert and freshman Dustin Sloat.
Every Panther struggled In Houston, but Rella was particularly disappointing at the Bearkat Invitational by
opening the spring season with an 88-83-171. Rella has
struggled With a problem In his sWing over the last couple
of weeks, but Albaugh is confident he will return to usual

about this format and I
feel like a Ryder Cup
captain trying to find
pairs that will play
well together. "

Jay Albaugh

Cubs loss

+ Angels' Mickey
Southeast Missouri
Four Ball
at Kimbeland Golf Club

form.
"We expect our seniors to lead the team, but Dave went
down there struggling with his swing and didn't play well
at all," Albaugh said.
The Panthers finished 16th out of 17 teams Involved In
the Bearkat Invitational, which frustrated Albaugh as the
Ohio Valley Championship looms.
"It was horrible, everything that could go wrong did,"
Albaugh said. "It was an early wake up call for thls team
before the OVC.•
The Panthers will look to use thls event to build up confidence before they hit the stretch of meets In April.
"It's the same as every other tournament because we
want to Win, but it is a fun format," Albaugh said.
One team considered to be one of the favorites In thls
event is Western Illinois. Western finished second at the
Bearkat Classic, and senior Sandy McClintock tied for
first individually after posting an even-par 142.
Other notable teams In the event will be the host and
OVC foe Southeast Missouri, Southern Illinois, Bradley,
University of Missouri at Kansas City and Saint Louis.

Par:

72

Course Yardage:

5.402

Course Rating:

65.7

Slope:

111

Format:

Team Four Ball

Who w ill be there
Southeast Missouri
Eastem

Southern Illinois
Bradley
University of Missouri at Kansas City
Saint louis

Easter n's proj ected pairs
1. Dave Rella, Matt Holmes
2. Kyle Awefkamp. Kyle Maxwell
3. Ryan lambert, Dustin Sloat

400:

Panthers:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 A

CONT INUED FROM PAGE 12 A

The Panthers may have to battle against the Mastodons' ace
Jason H orvath . H orvath commands a 3-1 record and has
fanned 30 batters in 27 innings of
work.
"He can throw (pitches) anytln1e
and anywhere he wants," Gernon
said. "He's a real treat to have."
Eastern has just two players batting over .300, but the team has
been producing more offense as of
late, including 17 hits against Saint
Louis Thesday.
Eastern is led on the mound by
senior starter Damon White who is
second In the OVC In ERA with
1.91.
Overall Schmitz is looking to get
a little more consistency and a
more solid team effort.
"The key is that we all play a little better," Schmitz said. "If someone makes an error then someone
else needs to make a good pitch
behind him. It's not j ust one person."

"Hopefully we can come out as a
team in the firs t game and put
together a solid win, which I think
we can," Searle said. "But if Becker
isn't able to go deep into that game;
our pitching staff will be limited in
the second game. But if she does well
In the first game we'll have a Jot of
options In the second game, including
starting Kristen (Becker) again."
Searle's plans to possibly s tart
Becker in both games shows the
importance of this game as the
Panthers try to shake off their bad
luck from early In the season.
Against the experienced Golden
Eagles, Eastern Will have to count on
its younger players like it has for most
of the year.
"The newcomers to this team have
played well,• Searle said. "Every substitute has made an impact and it's to
their credit because they have worked
so hard. I j ust want these players to
show me that they can hit .300,
because I need to find some consistency somewhere."

'

against Indiana State.
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An Eastern batter attempts to lay down a bunt last Thursday
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TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) - Mickey
Callaway allowed three runs in slx
Innings and stuck out slx Thursday
as the Anaheim Angels beat the
Chicago Cubs 4-3 in their final
spring game In Arizona.
Callaway was tuning up for his
s tarting assignment against the
Texas Rangers next Thesday night
In the Angels' second game of the
season.
The Angels broke camp after the
game and will face the Los Angeles
Dodgers
on
Anaheim
Friday night at
Angels
Dodger
4
Stadium
and
Saturday night
at Edison Field
Chicago
in their final
Cubs
exhibition
3
games.
The
defending
World Series champions open the
season Sunday night against the
Rangers.
Callaway, 2-1 with a 4.19 ERA In
slx starts for the Angels last season, won a spot In the Angels' rotation because injuries set back
s tarters Aaron Sele and Jarrod
Washburn. Sele will open the season on the 15-day disabled list.
"I think as thls guy gets experience In facing a group of hitters,
you see that he starts to make
adjustments,• Angels manager
Mike Sciascia said. "Thday, Mickey
did what he does best - he changed
speeds. From his first start of the
spring until now, he's really gotten
Into his groove. He knows what it
takes to get hitters out.·
Brendan Donnelly struck out
three In 1 2-3 Innings to pick up his
second save of the exhibition season, retiring all five batters he
faced. Bengi Gil had three hits for
the Angels.
Sammy Sosa and Alex Gonzalez
each hit their third homer of the
spring off Callaway - Sosa In the
first and Gonzalez In the sixth.
Shawn Estes gave up eight hits and
four runs In seven Innings for the
Cubs.
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Callaway allows 3 runs
in six innings
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MEN ' S AND WOMEN ' S TRACK AND FIELD

PHOTOS BY STEPHEN HAAS/ ASSOC I ATE PHOTO EDITOR

Left: Freshman Casey Becker practices the high jump
at O'Brien Stadium Thursday.
Below: Three of Eastern's runners prepare at O'Brien
Stadium Thursday.for t he Southern Illinois University
Collegiate Series .

Panthers start outdoor season at SIU
By Michael Gilbert
STAFF WR ITER

The Eastern men's and women's track
teams will open up their respective outdoor
seasons Saturday at Carbondale for the
Southern Illinois University Collegiate Series
Meet.
The women will be looking for a strong
start to their outdoor season after a disappointing fourth-place finish at the Ohio Valley
Conference Indoor Championships in early
March. According to assistant coach John
Mcinerney, the SIU Collegiate Series will be a
good test for the Panthers.
"It's going to be a difficult meet,
"Mcinerney said. "There are 12 or 15 teams
invited and it's the first outdoor meet of the
year so our main focus is to have a smooth
transition from the indoor season."
Mcinerney stressed that although the team
finished in the middle of the pack for the OVC
Indoor Championship, the Panthers are not

looking at the outdoor season as a way to
redeem themselves for their shortcomings in
Charleston weeks earlier.
"The (fourth-place finish) indoor season
was kind of a mixed bag for us," Mcinerney
said. "We were only 20 points behind
Tennessee State and first-place."
In order for the Panthers to be successful
this season, they will need a strong season
from sophomore distance-runner Angie
Simone. The Stagg graduate closed out the
indoor season on a high note by winning the
mile-run at the Friday Night Special in
February and had a pair of top runs at the
OVC Indoor Championship.
"Angie has been running the 3,000-meter
and the 5,000-meter well,• Mcinerney said.
"She placed second in the 5,000-meter run and
fifth in the 3,000-meter. She is one of our top
girls."
Another one of Eastern's top girls is Alicia
Harris. No school sprint record is safe when
Harris hits the track. She broke the 400-meter

FRIDAY
Lunch Special: Cod n' Fries $2.99
$1 All you can eat Pizza from 4-7prn

$3.50 Baltimore Zoo's
DJ Smooth Operater 9-close

SATURDAY
$2.50 22oz bottle
DJ

STIX

Spider 9-close

Put A little ...
PIZAZZ
nyour business
Advertise in the

Daily Eastern News

and the 200-meter indoor records in consecutive weeks in February.
"Alicia is on a big roll," head coach Mary
Wallace said. "She works extremely hard and
does more than just practice. She goes on
morning runs and it is starting to pay off. She
is dedicated to running fast. •
Mcinerney also said seniors Nicole Milici
and Amanda Galvin are poised to have a
breakout final season.
"Both Nicole in the distances and Amanda
in the sprints have been outstanding,•
Mcinerney said. "They are really looking forward to the outdoor season."
Eastern's men will attempt to take the success they built during their first-place finish
in the indoor season outside and win their
slxth outdoor title in the past seven years.
Senior distance-runner Kyle O'Brien will
look to build on his already impressive legacy.
The Danville native was the 2002 OVC Cross
Country Athlete of the Year and men's head
coach lbm Akers knows O'Brien is a special

runner.
"Kyle is a dedicated worker that Jets his
performances do the talking," Akers said.
"He always seems to be a machine for us. •
The Panthers will also be able to count on
the services of Jarrod Macklin who red-shirted the 2002 outdoor season.
"Jarrod will be a nice add on for us,"
Mcinerney said.
Although Macklin sat out the 2002 outdoor
season, he did not disappoint during the 2002
indoor season when he was named the Athlete
oftheYear.
One concern for the Panthers could be
Mother Nature. The weather for Saturday
will be in the 30s, but Mcinerney believes the
Panthers will still compete.
"We'll keep our fingers crossed for good
weather, • Mcinerney said. "The only time a
meet gets canceled is when lightning is
involved; so we should run."
The SIU Collegiate Series will begin at 9
a.m. Saturday.
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Tennis at Illinois-Chicago
10 a.m.
Tennis at Chicago State
2 p.m.
Baseball vs. IUPU-Ft. Wayne (2) Noon Coaches' Stad.
Noon Williams Field
Softball vs. Tenn. Tech

SOFTBALL

BASEBALL

Panthers
openOVC
schedule

Still in search of No. 400
+ Head coach .Jim
Schmitz has four games
to r each career milestone
By Matt Williams
ASSOC I ATE SPORTS EDITOR

+ Tennessee Tech comes to Charleston
to play struggling Panthers
By Aaron Seidlitz
STAFF WR I TER

Eastern's softball team hopes to end a frustrating
string of six losses this weekend when it opens the
Ohio Valley Conference season at home against
Tennessee Tech.
A seemingly endless list of injuries early this
season has finally started to dissipate. Panthers {515) head coach Lloydene Searle expected to finally
be able to put the starting lineup she has wanted to
all year on the field, but the Panthers were hit with
another injury, this time to j unior pitcher and
infielder Trish Sanders.
Sanders m ay be unavailable this weekend
because of an ankle injury. Sanders, who has been
Searle's No. 2 starting pitcher behind senior
Kristen Becker, may have a hairline fracture in her
an kle. Sanders
could have suffered the injury
~ t6 t r ~early this year
...
<"'
and has been
playing on the
Injured
ankle
Match up
the entire seabreakdown
son.
Tennessee
Eastern
The Panthers
Tech
at
llinois
will not field
(16-8)
(5-15)
their
entire
team once again
Game Ti me s
this weekend if SATURDAY: Noon
Sanders Is not
SATURDAY: 3 p.m .
SUNDAY: Noo n
cleared to play.
Sanders
was
+ all games at Wil liam's Fi eld
scheduled
to
pitch the second
game of the double header Saturday against the Golden Eagles {16-

---

::.-

,

..,~ ...-~

8).

The Panthers might not have won a game in their
last six tries, but Searle doesn't call it a losing
streak.
"I don't think it's a skid because our kids are
working really hard and we're in just about every
game,• Searle said. "Most of the losses were by
only one run, and not all of our starters were back,
but there Is no doubt that we need to pull together
as a team to beat this Tennessee Tech team.•
The Golden Eagles, who were picked to finish
second in the OVC behind Eastern Kentucky in a
preseason coaches' poll, will be a tough team for
the Panthers to open their conference season
against.
The doubleheader against Tennessee Tech will
also prove how tough Eastern's pitching staff Is. If
Sanders doesn't play, Searle may even plan to start
Becker for both games.
SEE PA NTH ERS
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Freshman pitcher Alex Chapple delivers a pitch during Wednesday's game against Indiana
State. Chapple pitched for one inning in the Panthers 13-3 loss.

Eastern head coach J im
Schmitz has four chances this
weekend to earn career win No.
400 as the Panthers play a doubleheader at noon both Saturday and
Sunday
against
Indiana
University-Purdue University
Fort Wayne.
The Panthers {5-12) will also
try to snap a three game losing
skid in which opponents averaged more than 12 runs each
game.
Schmitz said he is looking forward to the match up against
IPFW because they are similar to
what the Panthers will see from
some of the teams in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
"There are a number of teams
In our league who ar e like
(IPFW), so it will give us a chance
to play that kind of team before
conference starts," Schmitz said.
With just one week away from
its conference opener at
Morehead State, Eastern will also
get plenty of extra work with
four games in two days.
"We have not turned the corner
of consistency in our game yet,"
Schmitz said. "This gives us a
chance to get in the groove of
baseball."
The Mastodons come to
Coaches' Stadium with a solid hitting lineup that doesn't have a lot
of power, but can put the ball in
play. They have five every-day
players with an average over .300
and have a team average of .271
compared to Eastern's .234.
Despite the high offensive
numbers , the Mastodons have
struggled to an early 6-8-1
record.
"A lot of those numbers can be
misleading because we'll have a
guy get on base with two outs and
nobody on," IPFW head coach Bill
Gernon said.
Freshman Ryan Keena leads
the team with a .390 average and
12 RBis.
Gernon said he is happy many
of his younger players are contributing when put in the lineup.
"We start six freshmen, and
most of those numbers are coming from freshmen,• Gernon said.
"In general, with the age and the
youth, we are relatively pleased
with the team right now."
SEE 400
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SO THERE!
A no-punches-pulled look at Eastern and national sports

Don't forget your Technicolor dreamcoat before you get on the ark Noah Joseph
OK, so I'm a softy - at least
when it comes to baseball
I cried at the end of "A League
of their Own" even though Thm
Hanks' character said, "There's no
crying in baseball.
I was happy enough to burst at
the end of "Tile Natural. • The
exploding lights make my heart
skip a few beats.
Every time I see a reference to
the moVie "American Pie," I sigh
and think about how Henry
Rowengartner from "Rookie of the
Year" is all grown up.
But soon the moVie emotion
won't cut it.
Major League Baseball returns
next week and it's about time.
What a great way to get away
from busted brackets, all the madness of March and the Iraq con-

I

~~

Nate Bloomquist
STAFF ED I TO R

flict.
Baseball movies such as "Eight
Men Out, • "The Rookie" and
HBO's "61" make for great watching this weekend and set the tone
for what should be a great baseball
season no matter which side of
Chicago you cheer for or ifyou're
from Tile Lou and you're proud.
After watching these classics,
head outside and enjoy the weather at Williams Field and Coaches'
Stadium where the Panther baseball and softball teams are in

I

most recent j ob, should
action. Grab the grill and
be paved with more than
fire it up out there.
Few better ways to blast
com as Joseph's track
out the Winter blahs
record shows.
exist.
Panther coach Bob
+ The Panther football
Spoo said Iowa State runs
team's hiring of defena similar system to
Eastern and was one of
sive backs coach Noah
Joseph shows great intelthe main reasons he
received the j ob.
ligence on many levels.
Rookie of the Year
"We were getting so
From a headline writers'
standpoint, both Noah
close to spring practices
"Henry
that we wanted to bring
and Joseph are great
Rowengartnaheadline names, biblical
someone in who wouldn't
from 'Rookie of
even It's like a double
need a whole lot of trainthe Year' is all
ing," Spoo said. "We had
word score in Scrabble.
grovvn up."
to go With someone who
But seriously, Eastern
gets a well-traveled coach who
had the familiarity With it."
might be only a couple years older
With a young offense and a
than some of the players on the
defense that showed many lapses
this year, Joseph will be worthy of
team.
Tile road from Iowa State, his
more than a Thchnicolor dream-

coat if he can provide many of the
ingredients that would cure the
Panthers ailing defense.
+ Another figure skating scandal rocked the sport again, stop the
presses! Michelle Kwan's victory
over Sasha Cohen in the first of
two qualifying groups at the world
championships in Washington was
controversial.
How legitimate could a sport
possibly be if the entire outcome
would be determined by judges.
Figure skating is followed by millions, but It's a competitive sport,
not American Idol.
The only real solution would be
a figure skating BCS points system, similar to the one in college
football. Only then would we be
able to know who is the best skater
in the land.

